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Abstract 

Suppletion is a term used to describe the occurrence of unpredictable and irregular patterns. 

Although typological research has been devoted to verb suppletion, not as much attention has 

been given to suppletion in nominal and adjectival paradigms. The thesis presents the cross-

linguistic distribution of nominal and adjectival suppletion. The lexical distribution as well as 

the features involved are presented. The results of nominal suppletion show that nouns referring 

to humans are most often suppletive, that number is the most common grammatical feature 

involved in nominal suppletion and that „child‟ is by far the most common noun to be suppletive 

cross-linguistically. The results on adjectival suppletion show that adjectival suppletion is well 

spread though not very common cross-linguistically. A study of 8 Semitic languages shows that 

„woman‟ versus „women‟ are stable suppletive forms in this language family.   
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Abbreviation and presentation 

conventions  

Abbreviations 

The abbreviations in the present study follow the Leipzig Glossing Rules found at the following 

online address:  http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php  

In addition, the following abbreviations have been used as well:  

 

COMPR = comparative 

DIM = diminutive 

INDEP.WORD = independent word 

LONG = long form 

N/A = not applicable 

NON-VOC = non-vocative 

POS = positive 

SHORT = short form 

UNPOSS = unpossessed 

Phonetic symbols 

The following phonetic symbols have been changed from the original texts since the original 

symbols cannot be reproduced due to technical limitations.  

 

For examples in Kashaya:  

glottalized velar stop is presented by k’  

glottalalized alveolar  nasal is presented by n’  

glottalized alveolar spirant is presented by s’ 

 

For examples in Tamazight: 

lax voiced continual palatal is presented by ḡ  

 

For examples in Halkomelem: 

glottal labial resonant nasal is presented by m’ 

glottal alveolar resonant nasal is presented by n’ 

 

For examples in Makah: 

uvular ejective is presented by q’ 
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Practical issues 

In some cases in the present study originally unglossed examples have been glossed in order to 

make the reading easier. The glossing has been done carefully and only after making sure that 

the markers are correct. However, any mistakes and errors are mine. Long family affiliations are 

avoided and only the family name is given when language examples are presented. I will also be 

creative in using the newly coined verb „to supplete‟ to express the fact that certain lexemes 

show suppletion in their paradigms. Also, the terms „feature‟ and „grammatical category‟ are 

used interchangeably throughout the thesis.  
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1. Introduction 

The irregular and unpredictable phenomenon in conjugations such as go versus went as opposed 

to dance versus danced, is commonly referred to as suppletion. Suppletion may also apply to 

nouns as in the case of Bulgarian čovek „human being‟ versus xora „human beings‟ as opposed 

to the regular plural form kniga „book‟ versus knigi ‟books‟. The expected regular plural 

*čoveci for „human beings‟ is ungrammatical. Suppletion may also occur in adjectival 

comparison as good versus better as opposed to fine versus finer. Although some research has 

been devoted to verb suppletion, not as much attention has been given to nominal and adjectival 

suppletion.    

1.1 Outline 

The first chapter of the study presents the purpose of the thesis and methodological issues 

concerning typology. The second chapter is an introduction to previous studies on the subject. It 

includes presenting criteria and motivations for suppletion. The third chapter defines suppletion 

in the present study and continues by exemplifying some problematic issues in applying the 

definition to the sample. Chapter four presents the results of nominal suppletion, adjectival 

suppletion and suppletion in the Semitic language family. This chapter shows that „child‟ is the 

far most common noun to be suppleted. It also shows that human referents are more often 

suppletive than others. Estimation on the cross-linguistic distribution of suppletion shows that 

nominal suppletion is attested in almost half of the languages of the sample. The fifth chapter 

mainly discusses motivations for suppletion, where semantic shift and economy are stressed as 

the forces motivating suppletion. The last chapter concludes the thesis.   

1.2 The purpose of this study 

In her book Morphology: a Study of the Relation between Meaning and Form, Bybee makes the 

following comment: “[I]t is my impression that suppletion in noun paradigms is somewhat less 

common than suppletion in verbal paradigms” (1985: 93). One of the goals of this study is to try 

to determine whether this impression is correct or not.  

The investigation also provides a list of the most common nouns and adjectives that show 

suppletion in order to find out if the types of suppletive nouns and adjectives may be 

generalized. In addition, the most common features involved in suppletion will also be 

presented in order to investigate the interaction between grammatical categories and suppletion.  

Following the insights of the relevance hierarchy for verbs proposed by Bybee (1985), 

suppletive nouns and adjectives may give us a hint of a relevance hierarchy for nouns and 

adjectives. If the most relevant feature for a part of speech category is the feature closest to it, 

then, perhaps the features most often involved in nominal and adjectival suppletion may be the 

most relevant features for these part of speech categories, since one may argue, you cannot get 

closer to the stem than suppletive forms do. An attempt to provide a proposed relevance 

hierarchy for nouns and adjectives is another goal of this project. 

A small investigation of the Semitic language family is carried out in order to see how stable 
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suppletion may be in a certain language family. If suppletive forms occur in a whole language 

family rather than in one single language, it is difficult to argue that the phenomenon is random 

or a historical artifact. This is a claim often made by various researchers and is discussed in 

section 2.4. It is not my intention to carry out a diachronic investigation of suppletive forms in 

the Semitic language family, nor to explore the entire language family. Rather, the small 

investigation includes 8 languages and dialects and provides some data for a discussion on the 

stability of suppletive forms in these languages. A lot of research has been done on Semitic 

languages and many extensive grammars are available on various Semitic languages and 

dialects. However, no research has been done on suppletion in Semitic languages (Elie Wardini, 

p.c.). Therefore, an investigation of the Semitic language family may be well motivated.  

The thesis also investigates the definition of suppletion relevant for nouns and adjectives. 

Different problematic issues will be discussed and a definition will be presented. 

Veselinova‟s (2006) study Suppletion in verb paradigms: bits and pieces of a puzzle has been 

a great inspiration for conducting the present study. Apart from a few modifications, her method 

of using a separate sample for one language family as well as her definition of suppletion is 

adopted and applied to nominal and adjectival paradigms.  

1.3 Methodology 

In order to identify suppletion patterns in natural languages, a representative sample showing 

the diversity of the phenomenon is needed. The sample must consist of independent units and 

not be genetically, geographically, culturally or bibliographically biased. But the issue of 

finding a representative sample is problematic. The difficulty of choosing a sample for 

typological studies is a methodological issue much debated in the literature and many theories 

have been developed for cross-linguistic sampling.  

The quantity of the sample is one of the debated subjects in typology. The number of 

languages listed in the Ethnologue is roughly 7000. A question many typologists are concerned 

about is the minimum size of a representative sample. Some studies choose very large samples. 

However, Bell (1978) argues that the size of the sample may be much smaller if the languages 

included are representative of the cross-linguistic variation. Perkins (1989) claims that a sample 

of 50-100 languages is suitable for describing a linguistic variable. The appropriate size of the 

sample also varies depending on the aim of the typological study.  

Thus choosing the languages included in the sample is a core methodological issue. Biases 

must be avoided, independence between the units is necessary and a method of accounting for 

the internal diversity within a particular language family is also needed. Rijkhoff & Bakker  

(1998) remark that finding a sample showing statistically significant linguistic preferences 

might be impossible altogether. Nevertheless, it is often remarked that to conclude that 

typological research should not be carried out at all has a more negative effect than the 

statistical errors the research may contain. If one is aware of the statistical problems of 

typological work, and applies a humble attitude towards the outcome of the research 

implications rather than making too strong claims, the research may still be useful. The outcome 

may still inform us about tendencies in natural languages, even if many specific features may be 

unnoted in a small sample.  

Another alternative way of estimating cross-linguistic frequency without making statistical 

errors is to count genera rather than the number of languages in the sample, suggested by Dryer 
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(1989). In addition, Veselinova (2006: 53) uses several independent methods for frequency 

calculations in order to obtain different kinds of estimates, one of them being assigning weight 

values to the languages in order to balance the sample. The weight values are dependent on the 

genetic phyla of the language and reveal the genetic relatedness of one language to the other 

languages.  These methods are not adopted in the cross-linguistic frequency estimations of this 

study due to time limitations. 

1.3.1 Samples used in the study 

The present study includes two samples: the main sample and the Semitic sample. The main 

sample is composed to avoid geographic and genetic biases. Both Martuthunira and Wirangu 

are represented in the main sample although they are from the Pama-Nyungan language family. 

This is justified by the fact that opinions about the families common genealogical basis differ 

and that the languages are spoken in different parts of the Australian continent.  

Surrey Morphology Group (henceforth SMG) provides the Surrey Suppletion Database 

(henceforth SSD) online. The database is created by Dunstan Brown, Marina Chumakina, 

Greville Corbett and Andrew Hippisley at the University of Surrey. SSD consists of suppletive 

forms from 34 genetically and geographically diverse languages. The suppletive forms are 

divided into syntactic categories such as verbs, nouns, adjectives, adverbs and different kind of 

pronouns. The present study has included all the suppletive nouns and adjectives in the SSD in 

the investigation, and added an additional 30 languages to the existing 34. The additional 

languages have been chosen in order not to create genetical and geographical bias. However, 

issues concerning availability and the quality of grammars have also affected the choice of 

languages. The total number of languages adds up to 64 languages in what is called the main 

sample.   

The second sample, named the Semitic sample, consists of 8 languages and dialects: Modern 

Standard Arabic, Maltese, Iraqi Arabic, Moroccan Arabic, Ge‟ez, The Arabic Dialect of Tillo, 

The Jewish Neo-Aramaic Dialect and Persian Azerbaijan and Hebrew. Hebrew is also 

represented in SSD, thus also in the main sample. These languages are collected in order to 

check for stability of suppletion in a single language family.   

The languages of the two samples and their corresponding suppletive nouns and adjectives are 

presented in Appendices 1, 2 and 3. Appendix 1 includes nominal suppletion in the main 

sample, Appendix 2 includes adjectival suppletion in the main sample and Appendix 3 

includes nominal and adjectival suppletion in the Semitic sample. Appendix 4 presents the 

maps from the results on nominal and adjectival suppletion in the main sample as well as the 

Semitic sample. 

1.3.2 Other methodological issues 

One major problem of typological studies is that typologists to a large extent depend on 

grammars instead of native speakers since this is in most cases not possible. Some grammars are 

well written for the purposes of a particular typological project, while others are written with 

different goals. Some grammars deal with well known, still spoken languages, while others deal 

with languages that are extinct. These factors are just a few of the aspects that create an unequal 

relationship between the languages of investigation. As mentioned above, the investigation on 

Maltese and other Semitic language families has received some comments from language 

experts, while data from other languages is provided by grammars alone.  
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In addition, grammars tend not to offer an in depth theoretical discussion of suppletion or what 

is to be considered a paradigm. All these problems need to be kept in mind. Considering the 

methodology of typologists, researchers are proposing that that typologists do not primarily deal 

with languages but rather „grammolects‟ (Bowern, 2008: 8). 

It should be noted that semantics in typology is a problematic issue, as grammars may not 

always give explicit information for synonymous words or exact usage of lexical meanings. 

There is also the issue of translation; one lexical meaning given in English in a certain grammar 

is probably not exactly the same in the given language. These issues are general issues that need 

to be taken into account in a typological study. Unfortunately, typologists do not always have 

the time or opportunity to consult native speakers about semantics. In the present study, only 

certain interesting meanings of Maltese words, and to some extent Modern Standard Arabic 

have been discussed with native speakers and language experts.   

2. Previous studies 

Below a short introduction to the previous studies on suppletion is provided, including a 

discussion on the different definitions of suppletion, studies on verbal suppletion, motivations 

for suppletion and previous studies on kinship terms which are also important for the outcome 

of this thesis.  

2.1 Criteria for suppletion 

The definition of suppletion is much debated in the literature. This section will present some 

important criteria for the definition of suppletion discussed by various researchers, starting with 

the uniqueness criteria and the criteria of phonological distance. Section 2.1.2 deals with 

inflectional and derivational suppletion, and the final subsection presents Corbett‟s criteria for 

canonical suppletion.  

2.1.1 Uniqueness and phonological distance 

The two features uniqueness and phonological distance have been of great importance in studies 

on suppletion. It is argued that a suppletive form has to be phonologically distant; in the 

prototypical case, the items of a suppletive pair shall have no phonological material in common. 

Dressler (1985) introduces the terms strong versus weak suppletion. Strong suppletion is the 

prototypical case, whereas weak suppletives share some phonological material. There is a 

continuum between the two, and between weak suppletion and merely irregular forms. Defining 

the amount of phonological material that may be shared in suppletion is one of the main 

challenges of studies on suppletion and no good definition is available. Referring to the same 

phenomenon, Corbett (2007) differentiates between full and partial suppletion and comments 

that the intuitive idea is clear whereas an acceptable definition is difficult to find. 

 Mel‟čuk (1994: 367) introduces the term uniqueness. French third class verbs and Germanic 

strong verbs are not considered as suppletive, since they form a group pattern as seen in table 1. 
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 demander ‘ask’ pouvoir ‘can’ mouvoir ‘move’ 

1SG PRESENT demande peux meux 

1PL PRESENT demandons pouvons mouvons 

Table 1. Example of French third class verbs (Mel’čuk, 1994: 367). 

 

Following the uniqueness criterion, Mel‟čuk argues that child versus child-ren is suppletive 

since the pair show a unique pattern of plural marking, though they are considered as weakly 

suppletive due to the shared phonological material. In contrast, Russian čelovek „person‟ versus 

ljudi „persons, people‟ is considered as suppletion both by the uniqueness criteria and the 

criteria of phonologically distance. Veselinova (2006: 33) adopts this definition in her study on 

verbal suppletion.  

The two criteria are adopted for defining suppletion in the present study, though the example 

of child /tʃaɪld/ versus children /ˈtʃɪl.drən/ is a problematic case as it is mainly the suffix rather 

than the stem that is being suppletive. It is however recognized that there are phonological 

changes in the stem that are not reflected on the spelling. Corbett does not agree with this 

definition and argues that  

 

[I]f affixal suppletion is allowed for, then suppletion ceases to be a special boundary 

phenomenon requiring special analysis (and a special term) and rather takes in a substantial 

proportion of inflectional irregulars (Corbett, 2007: 15). 

  

Affixal suppletion is not included in this study. I agree with Corbett‟s point, and add that the 

phonological material of the suppletive pair is far too much for suppletion. Suppletion is then 

restricted to stem alternations in this study. In the present study the irregularity in the plural of 

child is considered as too close phonologically to be considered suppletive. Nevertheless, if 

there are irregular changes in the stem and an irregular affix, the new stem will be compared to 

the expected, regular, stem. The deviating affix will then of course increase the irregularity of 

the potential suppletive form.  

In addition, Mel‟čuk (1994) differentiates suppletives which are analyzable into root stem and 

affixes, and suppletives which are not analyzable. This phenomenon is brought up in Corbett‟s 

criterion 2, presented below, which states that fused suppletive forms are more canonical than 

merely a suppletive stem.   

2.1.2 Inflectional versus derivational suppletion 

In this section, two main opposite ideas are presented; one that only accept inflectional 

suppletion, represented by Corbett (2007) and Bybee (1985), and one that accept inflectional 

and derivational suppletion, represented by Veselinova (2006) and Mel‟čuk (1994). Still, they 

all present their own interpretation of suppletion and do not always agree on what should be 

accepted as suppletive.  

Corbett (2007) proposes a canonical approach to suppletion, which means taking definitions to 

their logical endpoint. The canonical example is a theoretically possible example, which may 

not exist or be a frequent one. All non-canonical items may deviate from the canonical in their 

own unique way. The canonical approach to suppletion is presented in section 2.1.3. 

In defining the canonical approach to suppletion, Corbett (2007:11) takes as his starting point 
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the often cited definition of suppletion from Mel‟čuk:  

 

For the sign X and Y to be suppletive their semantic correlation should be maximally 

regular, while their formal correlation is maximally irregular (Mel‟čuk, 1994: 358). 

 

Corbett then concludes that inflectional suppletion is more prototypical than derivational 

suppletion. He argues that in inflectional suppletion “the same semantic distinction is being 

made across large number of items (sometimes across all possible items)” (Corbett 2007, p. 12). 

Hence, the criterion of semantic correlation being maximally regular is better followed in 

inflectional suppletion than derivational suppletion, since derivational morphology often include 

more specific semantics than inflectional morphology. Consequently, derivations involve larger 

semantic changes of the stem than inflectional markers (Bybee 1985: 83). Mel‟čuk, on the other 

hand allows for derivational classes such as the the ones in table 2 to be suppletive. 

 

 ‘elephant’ ‘tiger’ ‘donkey’  ‘cow’ 

MASCULINE slon tigr osël byk 

FEMININE slon-ixa tigr-ica osl-ica korova 

Table 2. Gender distinctions in Russian (Mel’čuk, 1994: 362). 

 

Corbett argues that in such an analysis there are often gaps and irregular semantics. He also 

argues against linguists such as Myhill (2001) who treats say, tell and ask as suppletive, since 

they are exponents of the semantic primitive SAY. Instead Corbett gives the ranking in example 

1 of the three components below. The > sign indicating „more canonically suppletive‟. 

 

(1) inflectional morphology  > derivational morphology > lexical morphology 

 

In his study, he defines suppletive forms as those involving inflectional morphology only and he 

is thus more strict than Mel‟čuk in his definition of suppletion. However, as has been pointed 

out by Veselinova (2006: 13), this strict definition also causes problems as it is not always clear 

where the difference between derivational and inflectional morphology is to be drawn. 

Corbett also argues against the view that suppletive forms fill in missing gaps in defect 

paradigms. On the contrary, he states that often a full set of inflectional cells are invaded by 

another stem. He distinguishes two origins of suppletion: incursion, where an outside form 

invades a paradigm, and sound change, which is an internal change that splits the paradigm.  

In her work on verbal suppletion, Veselinova (2006: 12-13) has a somewhat different 

approach to suppletion as she also accepts derivational suppletion. She points out that the 

distinction between inflection and derivation is hard to make. In addition, it is hard to make the 

distinction between derivational suppletive forms and new lexical items. Bybee (1985) 

distinguished between inflectional and derivational categories according to the obligatoriness of 

the process, lexical generality, lexical specificity and the semantic relevance principle. Bybee 

only accepts inflectional suppletion and does not include derivational suppletion in her 

definition of suppletion. Nonetheless, she does not consider inflection and derivation to be two 

absolute categories, but rather, two ends of a continuum. Thus tense is an inflectional category 

in English since (almost) all verbs must be marked for tense. It is also quite general and takes 

scope over the entire proposition. In contrast, derivational processes may involve change in 
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lexical category, e.g. happy versus happy-ness, or imply lexical change such as like versus dis-

like. The morpheme deriving adverbs from adjectives in English, -ly, is both applicable to 

almost all adjectives and is required by syntactic constraints. Thus according to Veselinova 

(2006: 11) good versus well (*good-ly), should be an acceptable suppletive form in Bybee‟s 

definition. 

Though accepting derivational suppletion, Veselinova (2006: 164) does not accept Mel‟čuk‟s 

(1994: 362) example on suppletion from the Russian byk „bull‟ versus korova „cow.F‟ given in 

table 2 above. She argues that the productivity and scope of the derivational pattern have to be 

taken into account. In Russian, not all animals are allowed to take the feminine marker; some 

animals do not even have gender distinctions. Thus for suppletive derivation to be valid, the 

pattern has to be productive and extend over an established class. She concludes:  

 

So it appears that the more a derivational pattern is applicable to an entire lexical class, the 

stronger the paradigmatic relationship between the base of derivation and the derived item, 

and thereby, the exceptions are seen as suppletive. However, if the derivational pattern is 

very restricted, then exceptions to it do not appear as paradigmatically related, even in a 

derivational way, but rather as separate lexical items (Veselinova 2006: 13).  

 

This view on suppletion is adopted in the present study, that is, irregularities in derivational 

patterns are considered suppletive if they apply to an entire lexical class. In addition, the 

phonological distance and uniqueness criteria must also be obeyed. As there is no clear 

distinction between inflectional and derivational morphology, there seems to be no good reason 

why changes in paradigmatic derivational patterns should not be included in the sample. In 

accordance with this approach to suppletion, Veselinova (2006: 13) considers suppletive forms 

to be in the grey area between lexicon and grammar.  

At this point, a short comment on the notion of the stem is needed as the definition and 

recognition of a stem in a particular language is not entire unproblematic. Mugdan (1994: 2553) 

comments that in a simple case, all the forms of the lexemes should be derivable from the stem. 

The affixes that are added to the different forms of a stem are often called inflectional, while the 

affixes that are added to the lexemes in order to create one stem from another, such as re-, -er, 

un- or -like, are often called derivational. Therefore, the remaining core that is left after the 

inflectional markers have been removed is referred to as the stem. However, Finnish verbs are 

argued to have two stems and in Latin, more than one stem may take derivational affixes. In 

Finnish, simply put, one stem serves as the basis of the infinitive and the second person plural 

imperative among others while the other serves as the second person singular imperative and the 

present tense forms. This is shown in table 3 below. 

 

 „shut‟ „offer‟ „earn‟ „flee‟ 

INFINITIVE sulkea tarjota ansaita paeta 

1SG PRESENT suljen tarjoan ansaitsen pakenen 

2SG IMPERATIVE sulje tarjoa ansaitse pakene 

SPL IMPERATIVE sulkekaa tarjotkaa ansaitkaa paetkaa 

Table 3. Finnish verbs with two stems (Mugdan, 1994: 2553). 
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In Latin, the present tense stem (cf. vinci-s „you win‟) is marked with derivational marker -bilis 

as in vinci-bilis „easy to win‟, while the past participle stem (cf. vict-us „won‟) is marked with 

the derivational marker -or as in vict-or „winner‟ (Mugdan, 1994: 2553). Suppletion will of 

course add to the problem of defining a stem.       

The definition of suppletion has to be generally applicable, but the application of the notion 

needs to take language specific considerations. As an example, in language with stem 

alternation (see section 3.6), the uniqueness criterion has to be stressed, i.e. the particular 

alternation pattern needs to be unique, as stem alternation in itself is not unique.  

2.1.3 Corbett’s criteria for inflectional suppletion 

The notion of canonical suppletion is defined by Corbett (2007)  in a number of criteria 

following the discussion above. The canonical center is illustrated as the center of a star shaped 

figure, where each criterion moves away from the most canonical form in its own unique way. 

As mentioned above, Corbett takes as his starting point the well cited definition of suppletion 

provided by Mel‟čuk (1994: 358 ). Thus the canonical criteria are mainly defined so that the 

most canonical suppletive form is maximally irregular in form and maximally regular in 

meaning.  

Below, the criteria used in defining and analyzing nominal and adjectival suppletion in this 

study are presented. Only the ones relevant for the present study, are presented. That is, only the 

criteria that has been important for the definition of suppletion in the sample or somehow 

referred to in the discussion are presented. At the end of this thesis, a short comment on these 

criteria and their importance for nominal and adjectival suppletion is given. 

 

Criterion 1:  fused exponence > stem 

This criterion states that a suppletive form is more canonically suppletive if the stem and the 

inflectional marking are fused, than if the stem is suppletive while taking regular markings. In 

this way, the fused form is maximally irregular. Corbett (2007: 15) exemplifies by pointing out 

that this criterion makes worse more canonically suppletive than better, as better may be 

reanalyzed as the suppletive stem bett- taking the regular comparative marker -er.  

  

Criterion 2:  full > partial 

This criterion states that a fully deviating change in the phonology is more canonically 

suppletive than a partial change. Thus go versus went is fully suppletive while think versus 

thought is partially suppletive. Corbett (2007: 16) comments that drawing a watertight line 

between the two is difficult.  

 

Criterion 7: less relevant features > more relevant features 

This criterion deals with the semantic relevant hierarchy stated by Bybee (1985: 4). The more 

relevant affixes are those that affect the meaning of the stem the most. For verbs, the most 

relevant features are as follows, in order of relevance: aspect, tense, mood, number of subject or 

object, person agreement. Thus Corbett concludes that, in order for the semantic correlation to 

be maximally regular, less relevant features involved with suppletion are more canonically 

suppletive than more relevant features. Thus, for verbs, suppletion according to person 

agreement is more canonical than suppletion according to tense. Recall that canonical does not 

imply frequently occurring. In fact the most canonical instance of a certain phenomenon may be 
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unattested.  

 

Criterion 9:  more features > less features 

This criterion states that more features fused into the suppletive form is more canonically 

suppletive than less features. Corbett (2007: 25) exemplifies this criterion by pointing out that a 

suppletive form involving the grammatical categories THIRD SINGULAR PRESENT  is more 

canonically suppletive than a form involving SINGULAR PRESENT. SINGULAR PRESENT, on the 

other hand, is more canonically suppletive than suppletion only involving PRESENT.  

Though this is interesting and important to keep in mind, in the present study, the fusion of 

one feature with the stem has been considered fully suppletive. Also, it should be noted that in 

general, not as many grammatical categories are marked on nouns and adjectives as on verbs. 

Therefore, this criterion may be more relevant for verbal suppletion than for nominal or 

adjectival suppletion.    

 

Criterion 10:  non-overlapping > non-directional overlapping > directional overlapping 

This criterion concerns cases where one form is present at two places in a paradigm, or in two 

different paradigms. One example of non-directional overlapping is given by Corbett below; in 

table 4 the fui-forms belong equally to ir as to ser. 

 

 ir ‘go’ ser ‘be’ 

 PRESENT PRETERITE PRESENT PRETERITE 

1SG voy fui soy fui 

2SG vas fuiste eres fuiste 

3SG va fue es fue 

1PL vamos fuimos somos fuimos 

2PL vais fuisteis sois fuisteis 

3PL van fueron son fueron 

Table 4. Overlapping suppletion in Spanish (Juge, 1999: 183). 

  

In contrast, the Latin example in table 5 below is an example of directional overlapping as some 

items from the regular pattern of nullus has invaded the paradigm of nemo. 

 

 nemo ‘nobody’ nullus ‘none’ 

NOMINATIVE nemo nullus 

ACCUSATIVE neminem nullum 

GENITIVE nullius nullius 

DATIVE nemini nulli 

ABLATIVE nullu nullu 

Table 5. Overlapping in Latin (Kennedy, 1955: 33, 35) 

 

Another example of overlapping suppletion is exemplified by Russian, provided by Mel‟čuk: in 

the phrase plural of the phrase „son of a bitch‟, i.e. „sons of bitches‟, the plural form synov’ja 

„sons‟ is not used, instead the „children‟ is used. As we shall see below in Criterion 11, deti 

„children‟ is suppletive with its singular form.  
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(2) Russian (Indo-European) 

 suk-in syn  

 bitch-POSS[M.SG.NOM] son (M)[SG.NOM]  

 ‟son of a bitch‟ (Mel‟čuk, 1983, cited in Corbett, 2007: 28)
1
 

  

(3) suk-in-y det-i  

 bitch-POSS-PL.NOM children-PL.NOM  

 „sons of bitches‟ (Mel‟čuk, 1983, cited in Corbett, 2007: 28) 

 

Mel‟čuk calls this phrasal suppletion as the suppletive pair „son‟ versus „children‟ only occurs 

in the phrasal expression with „of bitches‟. Corbett on the other hand, prefers to analyze this as a 

case of overlapping suppletion interacting with alternating suppletion. This is an example of 

overlapping suppletion as deti also is the plural of rebenok „child‟ (see below, Criterion 11). The 

word is thus used both in the function of meaning „children‟ and „sons‟. The issue of paradigms 

where singular „son‟/‟daughter‟ take plural „children‟ is discussed later on in this thesis, in 

sections 3.4 and 5.2.2 However, the phenomenon of overlapping suppletion has not been cross-

linguistically attested in many languages and seems to be very rare (Ljuba Veselinova, p.c.). In 

the present study, it is only attested in the phrase above provided by Corbett (2007). It is 

however not included in the SSD, and therefore also not in the main sample. 

 

Criterion 11: no remainders > remainders 

In order for maximal semantic irregularity to be obtained, having no remainders is considered as 

more canonical than having remainders. An example of Russian rebenok „child‟ is shown in 

table 6 below.  

 

 SINGULAR PLURAL 

NOMINATIVE rebenok deti 

ACCUSATIVE rebenka detej 

GENITIVE rebenka detej 

DATIVE rebenku detjam 

INSTRUMENTAL rebenkom det’mi 

LOCATIVE rebenke detjax 

Table 6. Russian rebenok ‘child’ (Corbett, 2007: 27). 

 

There is also a singular form ditja „child‟, but this form is restricted both stylistically and to the 

nominative case. The form ditja „child‟ is not synchronically the singular of deti, but a 

„remainder‟; “an orphaned form without a full paradigm” (Corbett, 2007: 27). 

 

 

                                                   
1 The article is written in Russian, a language I do not master. Henceforth, works such as Mel‟čuk 

(1983), Osthoff (1899), Bittner (1988), Gorbachevskij (1967) and Koneckaja (1973) written in 

Russian or German will be refered to through other sources. 
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Criterion 12:  unique > non-unique 

This criterion follows from the requirement that a suppletive form is maximally irregular in 

form. Therefore, the existence of undergo versus underwent makes the suppletive form go 

versus went slightly less canonical.   

 

The criteria stated above are of importance in the process of defining suppletion in the 

languages of the sample. Canonical suppletion differs from prototypical suppletion in that it 

takes definitions to their logical end point, and canonical instances may then be infrequent or 

even unobserved tokens. The prototypical definition is data based and groups the most frequent 

and representable type of suppletion in its definition. However, in this study, the two terms are 

considered as partly overlapping since the definition taken as their starting point is the same. 

However, we will see in section 5.5, that canonical suppletion will have some perhaps 

undesirable consequences, thus pointing out one problem with the definition of suppletion: the 

exclusions of semantic shift.  

Apart from stating different criteria for suppletion, Corbett also discusses some relevant 

morphological phenomena interacting with of suppletion. The merging of two cells in a 

paradigm, i.e. the loss of formal distinctions; syncretism, has been noted to interact with 

suppletion. The example in table 7 of the demonstrative „this‟ in Modern Hebrew is a clear case 

of suppletion interacting with syncretism.  

 

 SINGULAR PLURAL 

MASCULINE ze ele 

FEMININE zot 

Table 7. Demonstrative ‘this’ in Modern Hebrew (Corbett, 2007: 30). 

 

The merging of two different cells into one does create a semantic, as well as formal, 

asymmetry. Corbett (2007: 30) observes a remarkable interaction between syncretism and 

suppletion. 

Another relation is found between suppletion and periphrastic forms, as the suppletive form 

may bring periphrastic forms into a paradigm. He notes that periphrastic forms may occur where 

we expect inflectional marking. Again this is a matter that is also observed in the present study 

and will be illustrated in sections 3.1 and 3.4. In addition, in section 3.1, suppletive forms are 

found where periphrastic forms are expected. 

The term overdifferentiation is introduced to represent cases where an additional distinction is 

made in a language involving suppletion. As an example, the East Norwegian dialect only 

distinguishes between two genders for adjectives and does not distinguish between singular 

definite forms and plurals. However, in the case of lit-„small‟ in table 8 the paradigm is 

overdifferentiating. 
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 SG PL 

INDF DEF 

MASCULINE liten vesle små 

FEMININE lita 

NEUTER lite 

Table 8. Liten ‘small’, East Norwegian (Corbett, 2007: 32). 

 

Compaire the paradigm of liten ‟small‟ to the regular paradigm of tjukk „thick, fat‟ in table 9.  

 

 SG PL 

INDF DEF  

MASCULLINE tjukk tjukke 

FEMININE 

NEUTER tjukt 

Table 9. Regular tjukk ‘thick, fat’ and liten ‘small’, East Norwegian (Corbett, 2007: 32). 

 

The paradigm of  lit- is overdifferentiating both within the suppletive stem, as is the case of the 

additional gender distinction, and between two suppletive stems, i.e. between the definite 

singular and the plural. A similar case is found with Swedish liten „small‟ which has the definite 

form lilla and the plural form små. 

2.2 Frequency and irregular nouns 

In a study of irregular Russian noun forms and their frequency, Corbett et al. (2001), following 

Bybee (Bybee, 1985: 120), point out that frequency of an irregular word may be regarded in two 

ways: the irregular form may be frequent, or the lexeme and all its manifestations, including the 

irregular form, may be frequent. Ttable 10 illustrates their categorization of absolute versus 

relative frequency. 

 

 Lexeme A Lexeme B 

Singular occurrences 10 20 

Plural occurrences 5 5 

Absolute plural frequency 5 5 

Relative plural frequency 0.33 0.2 

Table 10. Absolute and relative frequency (Corbett et al., 2001: 203). 

 

The table shows that the occurrence of a plural marker may be the same for two lexemes, but its 

relative frequency, i.e. the frequency of the plural in relation to the occurrence of the singulars 

and the plurals, may be different. In their study, they showed that there is a strong correlation 

between absolute frequency and irregularity and a less strong correlation between relative 

frequency and irregularity. It is thus the actual frequency of a lexical form that correlates with 

irregularities, rather than the abstract lexeme.  
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2.3 Verbal suppletion 

In her study on verbal suppletion, Veselinova (2006) presents an implicational scale which 

shows that suppletion is predictable: if a language has tense-aspect suppletion in a lexical verb 

such as „say‟ or „do‟, it will often also have a suppletive paradigm for the verbs „be‟, „come‟ or 

„go‟. These are the verbs that often become auxiliary verbs. Thus she argues that it is motivated 

for verbs with many functions to be encoded in special ways.  

She also concludes that verbal suppletion may be part of a grammaticalization process, as well 

as part of a lexicalization process: 

 

The emergence of suppletion is, in some cases, similar to grammaticalization as lexical items 

undergo loss of referential meaning and start to be used with a relational function […]. In 

other cases, the evolution of suppletion is related to a semantic shift which is close to 

lexicalization, that is specification is related to a semantic shift which is close to 

lexicalization, that is specification of meaning or contextual use is involved (Veselinova, 

2006: 97).  

 

In addition, following Bybee (1985), she argues that aspect is a relevant notion for motion verbs 

as well as verbs such as „say‟, „do‟ or „see‟ which often are suppletive with regard to aspect.   

Veselinova‟s (2006) study shows that approximately 65% of all the languages in her sample 

include verbal suppletion. Verbal suppletion in her study involves tense, aspect, imperative and 

verbal number. Excluding verbal number suppletion on verbs, 50% of all the languages included 

verbal suppletion. These distribution estimates are compared to the distribution of nominal 

suppletion in section 5.1.  

2.4 Motivations for suppletion suggested in the 
literature 

This section shortly presents and discusses the motivations for suppletion that have been of 

interest for the purposes of this study. Ideas regarding suppletion from generative grammar and 

Natural Morphology are shortly presented followed by the discussion on motivations for 

suppletion mainly provided by Veselinova (2006), Corbett (2007), Fertig (1998) and Bybee 

(1985).  

In early generative grammar, suppletive forms were regarded as irregular and therefore 

considered to belong to the lexicon. In 1976, Aronoff (1976) introduced the notion blocking. 

According to this, suppletion was defined as the process where irregular forms block the regular 

forms in a paradigm. That is, in English, the regular form *goed is being blocked by the 

suppletive form went. Veselinova (2006: 37-38) points out that the theory fails to explain the 

arising of the suppletive forms to begin with, thus failing to account for the replacement of the 

regular form ēode with the irregular went in Old English. Besides, suppletive forms are 

problematic for a theory that separates lexicon and grammar, as they are lexical items 

containing grammatical morphemes.  

In Natural Morphology, suppletion is seen as an unnatural phenomenon as it violates 

morphological rules. Again, the school fails to provide convincing evidence for the arising and 

preserving of suppletive forms. Fertig (1998), Corbett (2007) and Veselinova (2006) all criticise 
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the view that suppletion is an “unnatural” phenomenon, or merely a historical artifact. On the 

contrary, they view suppletion as a consistent result of grammaticalization processes within 

morphology.  

Fertig (1998: 1066-1067) criticises Mayerthaler‟s universal principles of naturalness with 

regard to suppletion and points out that according to these principles, suppletion is a highly 

unnatural phenomenon. This traditional view on suppletion does not offer a functional or 

synchronic reason for suppletion. Instead, he and Veselinova (2006) adopt Bybee‟s view that all 

grammatical structures are byproducts of language use and change. Following the semantic 

relevance hierarchy suggested by Bybee (1985), Fertig (1998) distinguishes between category 

specific suppletion and general suppletion. This distinction is proven to be of great use in 

Veselinova‟s research on verb suppletion. The differentiation done is explained below: 

 

Category specific suppletion results from the high relevance of one grammatical category to 

the meaning of a particular lexical item. General suppletion affects primarily 

grammaticalized and grammaticalizing words and can potentially be associated with any 

grammatical category, although it should still obey Bybee‟s semantic relevance hierarchy 

(Fertig, 1998: 1078).  

 

The term category specific suppletion is then stating that a word is more likely to show 

suppletion with a feature that is relevant to its meaning. It is thus unlikely to show suppletion 

with a category that is irrelevant to the meaning of the lexeme involved in suppletion. This view 

is adopted in section 5.6 of the thesis, where a semantic relevance hierarchy is suggested for 

nouns and adjectives based on the most frequent grammatical categories involved in suppletion.   

Suppletion is often regarded as resulting from frequency or historical processes alone. Bybee 

(1985: 92-93), followed by others, agrees that suppletive forms are frequently occurring forms 

but adds that they also undergo semantic change. She claims that the forms become 

semantically more general as they increase in frequency.  

As noted above, Bybee suggests that nominal suppletion may be less frequent than verbal 

suppletion. She also comments that she does not expect the grammatical category of number to 

form inflectional splits: 

 

 [W]e would not expect splits to occur among nouns distinguishing only for case, since case 

does not affect the meaning of the noun stem, but only signals its relationship to the other 

constituents in a particular sentence. Nor would we except splits to be especially common 

between singular and plural nouns, since ordinarily, the occurrence of one versus the 

occurrence of many does not change the inherent quality of the entity. [...] There are cases, 

however, where a group of entities is conceptualized as being inherently different from an 

individual instance of the entity, and in these cases we do often find different stems being 

used. But we do also find the meaning difference between the stem in such cases to be 

distinct enough to refer to the non-singular forms as collectives rather than plurals. Thus, we 

do not usually think of pairs such as cow, cattle and person, people as suppletive 

singular/plural pairs, but rather as singulars and collectives (Bybee 1985: 93).  

 

Bybee‟s prediction regarding nominal suppletion and grammatical feature is of great interest in 
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this study as one of the purposes of this study is to investigate the interaction between 

grammatical categories and suppletion.  

One of the most common motivations given for suppletion is that suppletive forms are 

encouraged by economy. Since they are frequent words, it is more efficient to access them from 

memory than using a rule. They will also be shorter since it is more economical to make use of 

short frequent words than not. However, as pointed out by Veselinova (2006: 41-42) the view is 

problematic since it does not explain why many languages choose not to make use of this 

functional and economic option. 

An explanation for the occurrence of suppletion is “the closeness to the speaker concept” or 

Nahbereich, first stated by Osthoff in 1899 (cited in Fertig 1998): the reason for some forms to 

be suppletive is that the primitive man needs to differentiate, split up, concepts that are close to 

him into individual items. As suppletive forms are, at least in the Indo-European family, 

concepts that are close to the speaker (e.g. be, go, carry, kinship terms), they will need to have 

their own form. The term Nahbereich refers to a psychological or semantic domain that is close 

to the speaker. The idea has been criticized since closeness is hard to delimit. This being 

admitted by Bittner (1988, cited in Fertig 1998: 1071), he argued that suppletive forms are 

closer to the speaker as they are functional words. However, Fertig (1998: 1071-1072) argues 

that it is difficult to motivate why functional words would be closer to the speaker than other 

words.  

Some linguists consider suppletion to be motivated, not only by frequency and economy, but 

rather as a result of semantic shift. Gorbachevskij (1967:28, cited in Veselinova 2006: 44) puts 

forward three different ways in which suppletion occurs, as shown below. 

 

(i) semantic convergence of two or more lexical items into one and the same 
paradigm 

(ii) semantic specification whereby certain members of a paradigm are replaced 

by another paradigm 
(iii) creation of suppletive forms as a result of sound change  

 

Although this suggestion is proven to be correct by further research, Veselinova (2006: 44) 

criticises Gorbachevskij for not being able to distinguish between (i) and (ii) and also for not 

accounting for the semantic processes that lead to these changes in paradigm. 

Taking Bybee‟s (1985: 130) formulation “[t]he more closely related two forms are 

semantically, the more likely they are to be similar morphologically” as a starting point, Fertig 

(1998: 1077) argues that the forms of the German verb lernen „to learn‟ are more closely related 

to one another than the forms of the verb sein „to be‟. Since the copula is often regarded as 

having no meaning at all, it could be argued that the forms of the copula have less meaning in 

common. Thus the words that are most likely to be grammaticalized, the words that have a more 

general meaning, are also the words that may be suppletive. Veselinova‟s (2006: 97) study on 

verbal suppletion confirms this hypothesis. This prediction may also be extended to adjectives 

and Fertig (1998: 1078) argues that the members of the adjective class with the most general 

meaning, and most probable to become semantically week, are adjectives such as big and 

small/little, as opposed to other adjectives with more specific meaning such as „long‟, „short‟, 

„high‟ and „wide‟.   

Also Koneckaja (1973, cited in Veselinova 2006: 27) sees suppletion as a result of semantic 

change. She distinguishes lexical convergence and lexical divergence, the former being the 
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process whereby two forms come together in one, e.g. Old English gān „go‟ and wendan „turn, 

return‟ which today form the past and present of the verb „go‟; the latter being a process where 

two forms in the same paradigm become formally distinct due to semantic change, e.g. Old 

English mæg „be able to.PRESENT.INDICATIVE‟ and mighte „be able to.PRESENT.SUBJUNCTIVE‟ 

which today form the two different modal verbs may versus might.  

In the present study, an effort is made to highlight semantic shifts as well as frequency and 

economy motivations. It should be noted, that if suppletion is, at least partially, due to semantic 

shift, the definition of suppletive as maximally semantically regular (Mel‟čuk 1994: 358), 

becomes problematic.  

2.5 Possession and kinship terms 

Apart from suppletion, possession and kinship terms also need some attention, as many 

suppletive nouns involve kinship terms in possessive constructions.  In their study Kinship in 

grammar, Dahl & Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2001: 202) distinguish between proper and improper 

kinship terms. The proper kinship terms are those where the kinship use is clearly the basic one 

whereas improper kinship terms also refer to non-kinship, non-relational use. Examples of 

improper kinship terms are „child‟ and „man, husband‟ which may refer to kinship relations but 

also be used instead of „boy‟ or „man‟ respectively. Dahl & Koptjevskaja-Tamm comment that 

„child‟ is often referring to „boy‟ in spoken language. In addition, they comment that: 

 

It is hardly a coincidence that the improper terms are either descending or denote marital 

relations. In particular, we know of no language where the most common word for „first 

generation descendant‟ is not the same as the most common word for „person who has not 

yet reached puberty‟ (i.e. „child‟) (Dahl and Koptjevskaja-Tamm, 2001: 202).  

 

Thus a word like „child‟ is polysemous regarding „first generation descendent‟ and „person who 

has not yet reached puberty‟. It will be argued later on, that the two functions of „child‟ may be 

one of the motivations for the high occurrence of this lexeme as suppletive cross-linguistically. 

Dahl & Koptjevskaja-Tamm‟s (Dahl and Koptjevskaja-Tamm, 2001: 204-205) study includes 

a corpus study of spoken Swedish and reveals the fact that kinship terms are frequent in spoken 

language. The two most common kinship terms in the corpus were mamma „mother‟ and barn 

„child‟. Also, the corpus study shows that proper kinship terms are the most common among 

ascending relationships and improper kinship terms are the most common among descending 

relationships. Also, an overall dominance of the parental generation is noted in the data. 

Interestingly, many kinship terms may lack plural forms similar to proper names. For example 

in Dalecarlian (Germanic, East Scandinavian), the terms faðer „father‟, muna „mother‟, fafar 

„father‟s father‟, muäfar „mother‟s father‟, mumun „mother‟s mother‟, famun „father‟s mother‟, 

hlunga „female cousin‟ and tytta „aunt‟ all lack plural forms (Dahl and Koptjevskaja-Tamm, 

2001: 207). 

A well known fact is the correlation between kinship terms and body part terms and their 

special treatment in possessive constructions. Dahl & Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2001: 208-210) 

comment that the alienability distinction in most languages means that one or both of these 

groups are marked in a separate and special way in possessive constructions. This is sometimes 
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realized as possession being obligatorily and inherently marked on kinship terms, thus the word 

for „mother‟ always carries the meaning „my mother‟. The alienability distinctions in kinship 

terms may be due to a grammaticalization process in which a new possessive construction is 

replacing the older possessive, leaving only a few lexical items to be possessed with the older 

marker, or a phonetic reduction of the possessive pronoun may lead to inherent possession for 

certain lexemes, i.e. kinship terms.      

It is also noted, that kinship terms have proper-name like uses. For example, they may not be 

able to take a definite article. The proper-name like uses are more frequent with particular 

parental kinship terms, such as mother and father. No language has been attested where you 

may call your parents by their names but must use kinship terms for siblings or children. They 

therefore suggest a paternal stereotype such that ascendant, e.g. grandmother, is more likely to 

be used as a proper name than descendant, e.g. daughter. This suggestion is in line with 

Greenberg‟s markedness relations. Greenberg also suggests that kinship terms are marked as 

shown in table 11. 

 

MARKEDNESS RELATIONS EXAMPLES 

collateral < lineal „father‟ < „uncle‟ 

consanguineal < affinal  „brother‟ < „brother-in-law‟ 

less remote < more remote  „father‟ < „grandfather‟ 

senior < junior   „older brother‟< „younger brother‟ 

Table 11. Greenberg’s markedness relations, regarding kinship terms (Greenberg, 1966, 1980).  

3. Defining suppletion in this 

study 

This section starts by defining suppletion in reference to the above cited studies. It is followed 

by subsections dealing with different methodological and theoretical problems arising when 

trying to apply the given definition. The section also includes discussions and conclusions.  

In this study, the definition of suppletion given above by Mel‟čuk (1994), cited again below, is 

taken as a starting point:  

 

For the sign X and Y to be suppletive their semantic correlation should be maximally 

regular, while their formal correlation is maximally irregular (Mel‟čuk, 1994: 358). 

 

Consequently, I agree with Corbett‟s criteria on canonical suppletion. However, the definition 

of suppletion will include inflectional paradigms as well as derivational paradigms but requires 

that the grammatical marker is productive and applicable to a well defined group of nouns or 

adjectives. Suppletion is defined as unique irregularities in a certain paradigm, indifferent to the 

type of paradigm involved. Thus inflections, derivations or even paraphrastic constructions are 

considered suppletive when merging with the noun or adjective. A prototypical suppletive form 
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is a change in the paradigm that is phonologically distant from the regular form and unique in its 

irregularity. The example of go versus went mentioned above fulfills these criteria. This 

definition is taken as a starting point when defining suppletive nouns and adjectives in the 

sample.  

If a potential suppletive is phonologically close to its regular form, or if the category that is 

involved in suppletion is somewhat marked, by being paraphrastic for example, these are 

considered non-prototypical cases of suppletion. It is thus argued that derivational or 

periphrastic suppletion is less prototypical in that they usually imply more change of meaning 

than inflectional categories. Likewise, as we shall see below in section 3.1, there are cases of 

suppletion where possessive pronouns are merged with the possessed noun, and there seems to 

be no good reason to exclude them. Thus, four features are considered when defining a 

suppletive form as prototypical or non-prototypical. These are presented in table 12 below.  

 

Prototypical suppletion Non-prototypical suppletion 

Inflectional category Non-inflectional 

Phonologically distant Phonologically close 

Unique pattern 

Little or no semantic shift 

Not unique pattern 

Semantic shift 

Table 12. Defining prototypical and non-prototypical suppletion.  

 

The criterion of semantic regularity is taken as a starting point, but as it turns out, the criterion is 

problematic as suppletion may be regarded as a process motivated by semantic shifts. Semantic 

shifts or several competing meanings are then to be expected in suppletive paradigms.  

As already mentioned, this study only considers stem suppletion. In addition, Corbett‟s 

criticism is acknowledged, as he states that such a definition would include a great number of 

inflectional irregularities. Suppletion must then involve some change in the stem. 

In addition, some linguists, such as Rudes (1980) only regard forms as suppletive if they are 

etymologically different. Also Bybee (1985: 91) defines suppletion as “inflectional paradigms 

that have forms built on two or more stems that are etymologically from different sources”. This 

view is not adopted here. Following Veselinova (2006: 32) and Corbett (2007: 13) it is argued 

that a definition based on etymology makes a typological investigation impossible as historical 

information is not available in all languages. Besides, linguists do not always agree on 

etymologies.   

Above a few examples of prototypical suppletive forms that fulfill most of the criteria where 

presented. Table 4 on Spanish ir „go‟ and ser „to be‟ as well as table 6 on Russian rebenok 

„child‟ which is suppletive in the singular versus the plural are good examples of more or less 

prototypical suppletive forms. In the following section, mainly interesting cases for defining 

suppletion are discussed.  

One important comment is needed at this point; the definition of suppletion, or any other 

notion used in linguistics, is merely a definition and we may include or exclude whatever we 

find useful for our understanding of a particular phenomenon. As a matter of fact, the logical 

positivists within philosophy believe that definition do not contribute to any new knowledge of 

the world at all, and are thus meaningless. Whether or not this view is correct, one could still 

argue that definitions may help us understand the phenomenon under study better, even if no 

new knowledge is gained. What we choose to include is often guided by the observations made 
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in natural languages (and revised by them), but where we choose to draw the line may seem 

very random from the perspective of a certain language. The demarcation lines that are 

discussed below for inflectional versus derivational suppletion, as well as the discussion on 

affixal suppletion or word-formation and suppletion, are all merely questions of definition and 

what one wants to include or exclude in it. They may be well motivated in some cases, whereas 

in other cases, there is simply a need for a definition. The definition may then give us an 

overview and knowledge about general tendencies. It should be noted that the scientific price 

paid for a generalization to be made, is sometimes high. With that in mind, one may perhaps 

argue that it is better to have a somewhat blurry image of the overall picture, than to not have an 

image at all.   

In the following section, the definition of suppletion in the languages of the sample, and the 

different problems arising with it, are discussed. The section mainly includes discussion and 

justification of the forms defined as suppletives in the main sample as well as the Semitic 

sample. The discussion primarily involves the 30 languages added to the main sample by the 

present study. Corbett (2007) already presents an explicit analysis on the 34 languages in the 

SSD. For justification and details on the suppletive forms provided by the SSD, the reader is 

referred to the language reports available in the database. However, when relevant, examples are 

also given from the SSD. 

The next section discusses different phenomena important to suppletion by providing detailed 

information on some languages. Thus every section is subdivided by different theoretical 

problems raised by potential suppletives in certain languages and summarized at the end.     

3.1 Non-inflectional suppletion  

In this section, a few examples from languages that have shown non-prototypical suppletive 

forms concerning category are presented. Derivational suppletion is considered less prototypical 

than inflectional, following Corbett‟s (2007:13) argument that inflectional suppletion contains 

less semantic information than derivational suppletion. Though he himself defines suppletion as 

involving only inflectional categories, in this study, as stated above, derivational suppletion is 

also accepted. Though the question of inflectional versus derivational suppletion is an important 

theoretical question, it has not been an important empirical issue. In fact, only one case of 

potential derivational suppletion and one case of suppletion involving possessive pronouns have 

been found in Tlingit (Na-Dené) and Ewondo (Niger-Congo) respectively. Below, the two 

languages are presented.  

3.1.1 Tlingit: potential derivational suppletion 

In Tlingit, the diminutive is regularly expressed by the adding of –k!
o
 or -k!

u
 to the noun as seen 

in example 4. 

 

(4) Tlingit (Na-Dené) 

 ā-k!
u
 

 lake-DIM 

 „little lake‟(Swanton, 1911: 168) 

 

However, the diminutive of „boy‟ is not expressed by simply adding the diminutive suffix as 
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shown below. 

 

UNMARKED DIMINUTIVE 

yadak'watsk'u  

„boy‟ 

Atk!A’tsk!
o
  

‟little boy‟  

Table 13. Tlingit suppletive involving the diminutive (Swanton, 1911: 168). 

 

The diminutive is regarded as non-prototypical suppletives as the categories may be argued to 

be derivational rather than inflectional. It was also the only language in the sample to show 

diminutive suppletion. 

3.1.2 Ewondo: suppletion of possessive pronouns 

In Ewondo (Niger-Congo), possession is expressed through pronouns and not affixes or 

inflection. A number of irregularities were found in possessive constructions that may qualify as 

suppletive forms. First, note the way that possession is expressed regularly in the language in 

table 14. 

 

 1.SG POSSESSED  1.PL POSSESSED  

1.SG POSSESSOR mɔ´ŋgɔ´ wɔm „my child‟ bɔ´ŋgɔ´  bàm „my children‟ 

1.PL POSSESSOR mɔ´ŋgɔ´  waàn „our child‟ bɔ´ŋgɔ´  bàn „our children‟ 

Table 14. Ewondo possessive constructions (Redden, 1979: 63). 

 

Possessive pronouns agree in number (singular or plural or collective) with the possessed item 

as well the singular and plural of the possessor according to table 15 below, showing possessive 

pronouns for Class 1 and 2. Each Class have its own table of possessive pronouns. 

 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

wɔm my bám my 

woe your (sg.) bóe your (sg.) 

woé his, her,its bée his, her,its 

waán, wɔán our bán our 

waán, wɔán your (pl.) báán your (pl.) 

wabán, wɔbán, 

w´ɔb´ɔ 

their bábá(n) their 

Table 15. Ewondo possessive pronouns of Class 1 and 2 (Redden, 1979). 

 

However, the nouns in table 16 have their own separate form for expressing possession.  

 

ísiá „father‟, „his father‟ `ɲɲiá  „mother‟ 

isoá „your father‟ noá „your mother‟ 

tadá „my father‟ naná, nna „my mother‟ 

Table 16. Ewondo possessive construction for ‘father’ and ‘mother’ (Redden, 1979: 65).  
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Note that ísiá seems to mean both „father‟ and „his father‟, whereas `ɲɲiá simply means 

„mother‟. The forms above all look like suppletive forms. Yet, it is problematic to define them 

as such, since there is no inflectional paradigm that they differentiate from. The suppletive 

forms are instead the merging of possessive pronouns and two specific nouns. In defining 

suppletion clear demarcation lines are needed, yet in the languages of the world, these lines do 

not exist, and Ewondo is an example of that. I choose to consider the forms presented above as 

suppletive, as they break a regular and productive paradigm, which is a requirement in the 

definition. Also, the requirement of phonological distance is fulfilled. The phonological distance 

is then referring to the expected regular form, rather than the lexical stem of „father‟ or 

„mother‟, however demanding some change in the stem.  

It should also be noted that ísiá ‟father‟ versus isoá ‟your  father‟ is less prototypical than ísiá 

„father‟ versus tadá „my father‟, considering the amount of phonological material they have in 

common. Still, the regular form including the possessive pronoun is entirely missing, therefore 

the phonological material missing is actually more than the two forms. It is then argued that the 

suppletive forms in Ewondo are non-prototypical in that they involve a non-prototypical 

category and in that they are, for almost all of them, phonologically close to one another, though 

not phonologically close to their expected regular counterpart.  

The suppletive forms in Ewondo also resemble inalienable nouns in that they are inherently 

possessive. Interestingly, they also show interaction between suppletion and periphrastic forms, 

but not in the sense that periphrastic forms are found where inflectional markings are expected, 

as noted by Corbett (2007: 30), but instead, suppletive forms are found where periphrastic forms 

are expected. 

3.1.3 Conclusion on non-inflectional suppletion 

This section has shown that derivational suppletion may indeed be an interesting phenomenon 

to observe. In the two examples given above, no problems in including non-inflectional 

suppletion have been observed due to the expected additional meaning of derivation or 

possessive pronouns. It is concluded then, that there seems to be no good reason to exclude non-

inflectional suppletion from the definition of suppletion regarding nouns. It is of course 

problematic to join the suppletive forms from SSD and the additional 30 languages, if the same 

definition of suppletion has not been used. However, it is also noted that two languages is a 

relatively small number and will not affect the outcome of the results dramatically.   

3.2 Suppletion and alienability; an example 
from Zoogocho Zapotec 

In Zoogocho Zapotec (Otomanguean), possession may be expressed both by somwthing called 

synthetic possession and by using the possessive prefix x-. Possession with the prefix x- is 

created by adding the possessed marker to the noun, followed by a pronominal clitic (indicated 

by “=”). 
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(5) Zoogocho Zapotec (Otomanguean)  

 x-migw=a’  

 POSS-friend=1SG  

 „my friend‟ (Sonnenschein, 2005: 51) 

 

Sonnenschein (2005: 98) notes that the use of the possessive prefix x- often results in a great 

deal of change in the root. Thus be’ko’ „dog‟ is assimilated with the possessive marker as shown 

in example 6. 

 

(6) zxwikw=a’ 

 POSS.dog=1SG 

 „my dog‟ (Sonnenschein, 2005: 98) 

 

Likewise yoo „house‟ seems to be suppletive in possessive constructions. 

 

(7) lizh=ya 

 poss.house=iron 

 „jail‟ (Sonnenschein, 2005: 98) 

 

The nouns in table 17 are suppletive in synthetic possession versus the construction using the 

possessive marker x- (synthetic possession for „dog‟ was not found in the grammar). 

 

UNMARKED  SYNTHETIC POSSESSION POSSESSIVE CONSTRUCTION: 

x + NOUN + PRONOMINAL CLITIC 

yoo ‟house‟ yoo che=a’ 

house of=1SG 

„my house‟ 

lizh=a’ 

POSS.house=1SG 

„my house‟‟my home‟ 

 

be’ko’ ‟dog‟  zxwikw=a’ 

POSS.dog=1SG 

„my dog‟ 

 

yet ‟tortilla‟ yet che-a’ 

tortilla of=1SG 

„my tortilla‟ 

chizw=a’ 

tortilla.POSS=1SG 

my tortilla 

Table 17. Zoogocho Zapotec suppletive nouns (Sonnenschein, 2005).  

 

In addition, there is a small group of words that always or almost always occurs as possessed. 

These are unmarked for possession and make use of juxtaposition only, they are thus similar to 

inalienable constructions. 

 

(8) yichtgh lalo 

 head lalo 

 „Lalo‟s head‟(Sonnenschein, 2005: 98) 
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Sonnenschein (2005: 107-110) compares the frequency of occurrence for a few selected words 

that belong to the three groups; the always possessed nouns (xna= „mother‟, ni= „foot‟), the 

suppletives (lizh versus yoo „house‟) and the ones creating possession through synthetic forms 

(son „song‟, tigr „tiger‟), in three texts. The total number of utterances in the three texts adds up 

to 2560, shown in table 18. 

 

 POSSESSED NOT POSSESSED TOTAL 

xna= ‟mother‟ 45 0 45 

ni= ‟foot‟ 28 0 28 

yichgh= ‟head‟ 3 0 3 

lizh= ‟house‟ 26  0 26 

yoo (che=) ‟house‟ 1 35 36 

zxoa (che=) ‟maize‟ 0 13 13 

zaha (che=) ‟bean‟ 0 12 12 

kafe (che =) ‟coffee‟ 2 11 13 

son (che =) ‟song‟ 4 18 22 

tigr (che =) ‟tiger‟ 0 15 15 

Table 18.  Zogocho Zapotec possessive constructions (Sonnenschein, 2005: 107-110). 

 

Unfortunately, only one of the three suppletive nouns, „house‟, was included in this 

investigation on frequency and suppletive nouns. Looking at the table above one may perhaps 

draw the conclusion that there is a clear division of grammatical function between the suppletive 

forms; the inalienable form is as expected only expressed in possessive constructions, while the 

alienable noun is mostly expressed in non-possessive construction. It seems as if the existence 

of two different functions is giving rise to the two different stems, i.e. the suppletive pair.  

Also, nouns that would show synthetic suppletion very often occur as non-possessed. Of 

course, lizh must occur in a possessive construction, whereas yoo can occur in both possessed 

and non-possessed constructions. However, as we can note above, it seldom does occur in 

possessed constructions. Sonnenschein (Sonnenschein, 2005: 110) concludes: 

 

It seems as if those items which can be possessed without having an overt possessive marker 

do occur always possessed in the texts examined so far. Those that are possessed 

synthetically of possession seem to be more variably possessed. Additionally, those 

belonging to the middle class show the morphological marking for possession when they are 

non-inherently possessed, such as when they are in the process of being constructed and 

when they are not currently being resided in and therefore are not intimately associated with 

the possessor (Sonnenschein, 2005: 110).  

 

This example could give us insight of the upcoming of inalienable nouns and why possession is 

such a prominent grammatical category in nominal suppletion. However, more research on the 

subject including diachronic investigations is needed. 
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3.3 The lack of paradigm 

This section stresses the importance of a paradigm in the definition of suppletion. It presents 

examples from Northern Embera (Niger-Congo) and Makah (Wakashan).  

3.3.1 Northern Embera  

In Northern Embera, there is no morphological marking for the vocative. Yet, the word for 

„friend‟ changes in form when used in the vocative as shown by examples 9 and 10.  

 

(9)  Northern Embera (Choco)  

 mãũ    purrua-de        wã-puru-de   kuriwa-pa         ũnũ -ne    wã-si-a                  

 this-in   go.circle-in go-PRS-in guantín-ABL    see-in           go-PST-DECL 

       

 či kõpa ãkoso-ta    

 REF friend vulture-ABS.FOC    

 „Then while walking around he saw his mutual friend the vulture‟
2
 (Mortensen, 1999: 

138).  

 

Cf. 

 

(10) ače hoso […]. 

 friend anteater  

 „Anteater, my friend […]‟. (Mortensen, 1999: 124) 

 

The grammar describes vocatives in Northern Embera as follows:  

 

Vocatives. Many nouns can be used as vocatives, including čapa „brother‟, čapaw~erã 

„sister‟, kima „spouse‟, other kinship terms, and kurra „neighbor‟. Ačhe „friend‟ is only used 

in the vocative (Mortensen, 1999: 27). 

 

The question is, whether this is a suppletive form or „merely‟ a lexical item of its own. It is 

argued that the criteria for suppletion do not hold: the word is containing what is usually viewed 

as grammatical marking, the vocative, but there is no paradigm to break. This is regarded as an 

interesting case for defining suppletion as it falls outside the notion of suppletion due to the zero 

marking of vocative in the language. It is however interesting to note, that this lexical item has a 

grammatical function not marked in the language. This may be a case of word-formation or 

lexicalization if one has the diachronic evidence to define it as such, but it is not a case of 

suppletion. 

 

 

                                                   
2 The English translation given in the grammar is somewhat ungrammatical.  
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3.3.2 Makah 

In the discussion of various „cranberry‟ roots, Davidson (2002) comments that there are a small 

group of irregular simple roots in the related Wakashan languages Makah (M) and 

Nuuchahnulth (N). For the purpose of this study, only Makah has been included in the sample:  

 

There is also a small category of irregular simple roots, which consists of roots with irregular 

combining forms, that is, combining forms that are not derivable from their free forms by 

any of the normal means (such as vowel shortening), e.g. (M) ‘qiƛč-, ‘qidi′ƛ, (N) Ɂiłć-, Ɂiniƛ  

„dog‟, (M) (N) čapx-w, čakup „male, husband‟ (Davidson, 2002: 175). 

 

Similar to Northern Embera, the two cranberry roots and their independent counterparts are not 

considered as instances of suppletion since there is no existing regular and productive paradigm 

of cranberry roots in the language.  

3.4 Semantic shift in the paradigm 

In this section a discussion on the question of nouns being members of the same paradigm due 

to semantic shift is made. Also discussion regarding the differentiation of word-formation and 

suppletion is brought up. The discussion is exemplified by Maltese and the rest of the Semitic 

language family on the one hand, and Barasano on the other. The issue of gender marking in 

Maltese discussed below is problematic and a border-line case of definition and the suppletive 

forms may therefore be somewhat controversial.  

The conclusion on section 3.4 raises some important theoretical questions regarding semantic 

shift and the paradigm. 

3.4.1 Maltese gender distinctions 

One interesting phenomenon in Semitic languages is the gender distinction that applies to 

humans and some animals. Though all nouns in Maltese have an inherent gender belonging, 

those that have a male/female correspondence have a zero marking in the masculine and a 

feminine marker -a in the feminine. 

 

(11) Maltese (Afro-Asiatic)  

a. tifel  

 boy(M)  

 ‟boy‟ 

 

b. tif-la  

 boy-F  

 ‟girl‟ (Borg and Azzorpardi-Alexander, 1997: 189) 

 

Table 19 exemplifies the gender distinction in Maltese.  
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MASCULINE FEMININE 

kelb „dog/bitch‟ kelb-a  

nannu „grandfather/grandmother‟ nann-a  

ziju ‟aunt‟ zij-a  

kuġin „cousin‟ kuġin-a  

ħmar „donkey‟ ħmara  

Table 19. Gender distinctions in Maltese (Borg and Azzorpardi-Alexander, 1997: 189).  

 

Some words seem to have formally unrelated gender counterparts. These are presented in table 

20.  

 

MASCULINE FEMININE 

raġel „man‟ mara „woman‟ 

missier „father‟ omm „mother‟ 

ħu- „brother of‟ oħt- „sister of‟ 

żiemel „stallion‟ debba „mare‟ 

bodbod „goat.M‟ mogħża „goat.F‟ 

muntun „ram‟
3
 nagħġa „sheep‟ 

ġuvni „young man‟ tfajla „young woman‟ 

ġuvni „unmarried man xebba „unmarried woman 

Table 20. Suppletive nouns in Maltese regarding gender (Borg and Azzorpardi-Alexander, 

1997: 190). 

 

Ġuvni is polysemous and may mean both „young man‟ and „unmarried man‟ but is specified in 

the feminine. An interesting comment is made by Michael Spagnol (p.c.):  

 

They, especially tfajla, may also refer to boy/girlfriend, partners. At some point, in an older 

variety of Maltese, the feminine form of ġuvni was ġuvna, which to my knowledge is no 

longer used, at least not in modern standard Maltese. And tfajla historically is the diminutive 

form of tifla „girl‟.  However, it doesn't mean a young girl, as one would expect from the 

diminutive of „girl‟. But it rather means a young woman, an adolescent girl (Michael 

Spagnol, p.c.).  

 

Michael Spagnol (p.c.) comments that he is not sure about ħu- „brother of‟ and oħt- „sister of‟ 

being suppletive, he suspects that they are morphologically related. He comments that “the -t in 

oħt must be the so-called bound-T morpheme, that marks feminine gender (cf. mara „woman, 

wife‟ which in the construct state becomes mart Paul „Paul's wife‟)”. Since the two forms have 

phonological material in common, they are not considered prototypical cases of suppletive 

forms. However, the definition of suppletion in this study does not take historical changes into 

account in order for all the languages in the sample to be compatible. Therefore „brother of‟ 

                                                   
3 Albert Borg (p.c.) comments that “this is urban talk; many Maltese village speakers still 

remember the Arabic term kibx”. 
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versus „sister of‟ are considered as a non-prototypical case of suppletion, due to phonological 

closeness. 

Given that most nouns referring to human referents and some animals are divided into 

masculine and feminine, e.g. „boy‟ has a regular feminine counterpart „girl‟, there is no reason 

not to assume that there could also be a derivable feminine counterpart to „father‟ or „man‟. 

These should by definition be suppletive forms, since they do break a regular and productive 

paradigm. However, though they may technically meet the requirements for suppletion, it is 

agreed that they by intuition seem more like unique lexical items, as these categories are 

identifications of items in the real world. One may argue, that a „woman‟ denotes more than 

simply „man.F‟. The process thus looks like word-formation rather than suppletion. One may 

then want to view these nouns as not belonging to the group of nouns that take the feminine -a 

marker, and consequently not breaking the paradigm of table 19. In fact, if the class of words 

that did break this paradigm were bigger than it is and the words with a regular male/female 

inflection only, let‟s say three, it would be difficult to argue that all other nouns in the language 

are suppletive while these three follow the rule of -a = feminine.  Yet, since this is not the case, 

and since only 8 words are breaking the paradigm, the uniqueness criterion can be used to 

identify them as suppletive forms. On the other hand, one may argue that it is difficult to 

determine the expected nouns in this particular group. For example, which animals are to be 

expected to take a feminine marking -a? However, this problem is not unique for Maltese. In 

fact, in many languages inflectional marking only affects certain nouns. These nouns most often 

follow the animacy cline, but the animate-inanimate division is not clear cut and many 

exceptions are also included in the group of nouns affected by the animacy cline (Dahl, 2008: 

150).  

One may argue that the Maltese nouns in question are non-prototypical suppletives due to too 

much semantic shift. As semantic shift has been argued to give rise to at least some suppletive 

forms, these lexemes have to be accepted. The semantic shift of these words is then accepted as 

within the borders of the definition of suppletion. It is however noted that they are border-line 

cases and are as such problematic and unintuitive.    

These suppletive forms are examples of word-formation where concepts are given unique 

forms. The lexical items are not results of historical changes like grammaticalization. However, 

I believe that they still fall under the category of suppletion by definition.  

3.4.2 Modern Standard Arabic and other Semitic languages 

In Modern Standard Arabic nouns are inherently masculine of feminine. Similar to Maltese, 

some nouns in Modern Standard Arabic have masculine-feminine counterparts. They refer to 

humans or animals. The feminine form is derived from the masculine form by the adding of a 

feminine marker -a as seen in example 12 and table 21. 
 

(12) Modern Standard Arabic (Afro-Asiatic)  

a. malik  

 king(M)  

 „king‟ 
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b. malik-a  

 king-F  

 „queen‟ (Ryding, 2005: 124) 

 

MASCULINE FEMININE 

fannaan „artist‟ fannaan-a  

safir ‟ambassador‟ safir-a  

mudir „manager‟ mudir-a  

jadd „grandfather/grandmother‟ jadd-a  

qiTT „cat‟ qiTT-a  

Table 21. Noun inflecting for gender in Modern Standard Arabic (Ryding, 2005: 124).  

 

However, these forms seem to be the exception rather than the rule, contrary to Maltese. 

Therefore they are not considered as the default by which the rest are suppletive. Consequently, 

words for „father‟ versus „mother‟ are not considered as suppletive as they are not unique in 

breaking a rule of obligatory gender marking on nouns referring to humans. This is of course a 

border-line case of definition and it is difficult to argue where one should draw the line.  

Recall that Mel‟čuk also included gender markings in Russian for „cow‟ versus „bull‟ as 

suppletive, a view that was criticized by both Veselinova and Corbett and is also violating the 

definition of suppletion given in this study: in Russian, the nouns that form feminine 

counterparts of masculine nouns are marginal and may thus be compared to the examples in 

Modern Standard Arabic. Conversely, in Maltese, the female gender inflection is the rule rather 

than not, and the 8 unique forms are therefore argued to be suppletive.  

The consulted grammars of the other Semitic languages in the sample were either inconclusive 

or showed the same pattern as Modern Standard Arabic. Therefore, only Maltese is considered 

to show gender suppletion.  

3.4.3 Barasano and Maltese: ‘son’/’daughter’ versus ‘children’ 

In Barasano (Tucanoan), bēsa „animate group‟ lacks a singular. It is not difficult to understand 

the lack of a singular form for this word. However, the non-existence of a form is not regarded 

as suppletion for the simple reason that there is no lexeme to call suppletive. Conversely, this 

argument may be considered problematic as also rīa „children‟ lacks a singular form. However, 

if one wishes to refer to a single child, one may use bak-o „daghter‟ or bak-u  „son‟. After all, if 

the speakers of Barasano wish to express an individual unit of the notion of „animate group‟, 

there will surely be a word to use, though one may speculate that this is an event not as frequent 

as the need to express the notion of a single child. As noted by Corbett et al. (2001) and Bybee 

(1985), frequency is an issue that strongly influences irregularities.  

Though „daughter‟ and „son‟ are not the „proper‟ singulars of „children‟ as the semantic 

correlation is not maximally regular, they are used as such and could therefore be considered as 

the singular counterparts. However, one may also argue that „son‟, „daguhter‟ and „children‟ all 

belong to different paradigms. In fact, thought the grammar comments that bak-o „daughter‟ and 

bak-u „son‟ may be used when referring to one child, it is not clear whether they also have 

regular plurals. In the present study, Barasano rīa „children‟ versus bak-o „daghter‟ and bak-u 

are not considered suppletive. But again, it is not clear how much semantic shift one is to allow 
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in suppletive paradigms, especially if one regards semantic shift to be one of the motivating 

forces for the arising of suppletive forms, as different meanings may motivate different 

forms.These cases are again to be considered as border-line cases. Once more, light is shed on 

the importance of the existence of a paradigm and the difficulty of defining one.  

Interstingly, a similar case is found in Maltese, where the two nouns „daugther of‟ and „son of‟ 

lack a plural. Maltese marks plurals in two ways: sound plural and broken plural. Some plurals 

are not marked by any of these strategies. Instead some potential suppletive forms are used, 

presented in table 22. 

 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

bin‟son of‟ wlied „sons and daughters‟ 

wlied subien „sons‟ 

bint „daughter of‟ wlied „sons and daughters‟ 

wlied bniet „daughters‟ 

tifla „girl‟  bniet „girls‟ 

tifel ‟boy‟  subien „boys‟ 

Table 22. Maltese suppletive plural forms (Borg and Azzorpardi-Alexander, 1997: 181). 

 

It is commented that bin and bint either occur in „construct state‟, i.e. in a possessive 

construction without any possessive markers, or with a pronominal suffix, and do not have 

proper plural forms. Thus wlied has to function as the plural. Do note that the above example of 

wlied bniet/subien are examples of periphrastic forms, noted by Corbett (2007) to interact with 

suppletion.   

In addition, the corresponding plural of bint, bniet, has the meaning „girls‟, not necessarily 

„daughters‟, therefore wlied „sons and daghters‟ has to serve as its plural form (Albert Borg, 

p.c.). Interestingly, we have a case of a word changing position in the paradigm for this 

language. Also, the semantic domain of „son of‟ and „daughter of‟ is broadened in the plural, to 

something that looks similar to English „children‟, or alternatively, a periphrastic construction. 

This is in line with studies on grammaticalization, as generalization is often seen as a first step 

towards grammaticalization (Bybee, 1985). However, bin „son of‟ and bint „daughter of‟ are not 

considered as suppletive nouns as there is too much semantic change in the paradigm. Similar to 

Barasano, one could argue that „son‟, „daughter‟ and „children‟ belong to different paradigms. 

These are instead seen as interesting border-line cases, which may give us information on the 

development of suppletive „child‟. 

3.4.4 Conclusion on semantic shift in the paradigm 

In section 3.4, the existence of a paradigm, productivity of a rule and uniqueness in diverging 

have been highlighted as features to define suppletion. As we saw in section 3.2 on Zoogocho 

Zapotec and Ewondo, nominal suppletion seems to interact with alienability. In the present 

section, suppletion has been argued to also be a consequens of word-formation, where new 

lexical words enter a productive paradigm. The main question then, is how much semantic shift 

one is to accept in one and the same paradigm, which at the end is a discussion on the definition 

of a paradigm.  

The problems discussed in this section are mainly due to the contradiction of semantic shift 

being banned from the definition of suppletion while being a potential motivation for it. Some 
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theoretical issues regarding the paradigm and semantic shift is raised: where do we draw the line 

on how much semantic shift we allow in a paradigm? That is, in the case of suppletion, how do 

we know if Barasano and Maltese „son‟/‟daughter‟  and „children‟ belong to the same paradigm 

and are consequently suppletive, or if they belong to separate paradigms with gaps? Also, if we 

allow for semantic shift in a paradigm, in the case of suppletion, how do we know if a form is 

the actual corresponding plural or possessive of the unmarked form? It is easy to argue that two 

forms with slightly different meanings belong to the same paradigm if they are formally regular, 

but in the case of semantic shift and formal deviation, how do we know which forms belong 

with one another?  Further, how do we distinguish between semantic change and the content of 

a grammatical marker in cases like Maltese? That is, in Maltese, is „man‟ versus „woman‟ to be 

regarded as two lexical items, or is „woman‟ suppletive in not making use of the feminine 

marker -a? Does „woman‟ indicate more than „man.F‟? If so, how do we deal with the fact that 

„girl‟ is expressed as „boy.F‟ in Maltese? 

It has been stated that the gender suppletions in Maltese are controversial border-line cases. 

They are however only included in the Semitic sample and do not affect the most general 

conclusions on nominal suppletion in section 4.1.5.   

3.5 Phonological distance 

Phonological distance has been taken as one of the most important criteria in the definition of 

suppletion in this study and will be discussed throughout the paper. Here, a short example from 

Martuthunira (Australian, Pama-Nyungan) is given.  It was argued above that weak suppletion, 

i.e. where the suppletive pair shares phonological material in common, is less prototypically 

suppletive than strong suppletion. Also, it was argued that if there are changes in the stem, then 

the potential suppletive form must be compared to the expected regular form. Following this, 

the noun for „little‟ in Martuthunira is considered as suppletive.  

There are several number markings in the language. The regular plural marker is expressed by 

the suffix -ngara as seen in example 13. 

 

(13) Martuthunira (Australian, Pama-Nyungan) 

 pawulu-ngara  

 child-PL  

 „children‟ (Dench, 1995: 96) 

 

However, one noun behaves somewhat different. The regular plural of the noun „little‟ should 

be something like *kupuyu-ngara taking the plural marking -ngara as a suffix. However, this 

form is not found, instead the noun breaks the paradigm as seen in table 23.  

 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

kupuyu „little‟ kupiyaji 

Table 23. Suppletive noun kupuyu ‘little’ in Martuthunira (Dench, 1995: 97).  

 

The suppletive forms are considered as non-prototypical due to the phonological distance 

criterion. It is however again noted, that the amount of phonological material that suppletive 

forms may have in common is somewhat arbitrary.  
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3.6 Broken plural and alternating stems  

Semitic languages, as well as others, may express plural through changes in the stem. Since the 

definition of suppletion defined in this study partially relies on stem alternation, the definition of 

suppletion for these languages should be discussed. In addition, the relationship between a root 

and the realized stems in Semitic languages is very complex (Elie Wardini, p.c.). In this study, 

the definition given above in section 3 is applied to the Semitic language family.  

The Semitic languages belong to the Afro-Asiatic language phylum. Apart from the Semitic 

branch, four other branches constitute the language family, all of which are spoken in northern 

Africa; Berber, Chadic, ancient Egyptian and Coptic and Cushitic. The Semitic languages are 

spoken by approximately 350 million people in the Middle East, North Africa and Horn of 

Africa though they originated farther east in the Levant, the Fertile Crescent and the Arabian 

Peninsula. (Ryding, 2005: 1). Though the grammatical features vary within the family some 

features characterize the Semitic languages: words are derived from the sequence of consonantal 

roots, nouns are inflected for number (singular, dual, plural) and belong inherently to a gender, 

and adjectives agree with nouns in gender and may have comparative forms.  

Below Modern Standard Arabic will exemplify the way plurality is marked in the Semitic 

languages. A discussion on how the definition of suppletion in languages with alternating stems 

follows. 

3.6.1 Modern Standard Arabic 

Nouns are marked in plural in three ways; by suffixing masculine or feminine plural markers to 

the stem, called sound plural, or by different changes in the stem, usually involving vowel 

changes but also insertion of consonants; this is called broken plural. A noun may be marked in 

plural by both these strategies and may therefore have several plural forms (Ryding, 2005: 132).  

Sound feminine plural 

The feminine sound plural in table 24 involves the suffixing of -aat to the noun stem. 

Sometimes a consonant is also inserted in the noun stem. 

 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

quwwa „power‟ quww-at 

maHaTTa „station‟ maHatt-at 
ͻ
uxt  „sister‟ 

ͻ
axa-w-aat 

ͻ
umm „mother‟ 

ͻ
umm-ah-aat 

bint „girl, daughter‟ ban-aat „girls, daughters‟ 

Table 24. Sound feminine plural in Modern Standard Arabic (Ryding, 2005: 132-134).  

Sound masculine plural 

The sound masculine plural in table 25 almost exclusively referrers to male human beings or 

mixed groups of women and men. The sound masculine plural may also alternate with the 

broken plural. 
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SINGULAR PLURAL 

muslim „muslim‟ muslim-uuna 

mutakallim „narrator‟ muttakallim-uuna 

ibn „son‟ 
ͻ
abnaa

ͻ
 ~ ban-uuna   

mudiir „director‟ mudaara
ͻ
  ~  mudir-uuna 

Table 25. Sound masculine plural in Modern Standard Arabic (Ryding, 2005: 140-144). 

Broken plural 

Broken plural involves change in the vowel of the stem, and sometimes the insertion of a 

consonant, usually the consonants 
ͻ 
„hamza‟ or w „waaw‟. Many different patterns are identified. 

In table 26 below, only a few examples are given. 

 

SINGULAR PLURAL PATTERN 

malik „king‟ muluuk CuCuuC 

fann ‟art‟ funuun 

rajul „man‟ rijaal CiCaaC 

jabal ‟mountain‟ jibaal 

kitaab „book‟ kutub CuCuC 

madiina ‟city‟ mudun 
ͻ
ustaadh ‟professor‟ 

ͻ
asaatidha CaCaaCiCa 

duktuur ‟doctor‟ dakaatira 

Habiib „loved one‟ 
ͻ
aHibbaa

ͻ
 

ͻ
aCCiCaa

ͻ
 

Sadiiq ‟friend‟ 
ͻ
aSdiqaa

ͻ 

kaabuus „nightmare‟ kawaabiis CawaaCiiC 

qamuus ‟dictionary‟ qawaamiis 

Table 26. Broken plural in Modern Standard Arabic (Ryding, 2005: 144-155). 

‘Other’ stems  

It is noted in the grammar that a few nouns have “different or modified” stems. These are 

presented in table 27 below. 

 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

imra
ͻ
a „woman‟ nisaa

ͻ
 ~ niswa ~ niswaan 

Hisaan „horse‟ xayl 

maa
ͻ
 „water‟ miyaah 

fam „mouth‟ 
ͻ
afwaah 

Table 27. Different of modified stems in Modern Standard Arabic (Ryding, 2005: 155).  

 

Imra
ͻ
a „woman‟ is considered as prototypically suppletive in the language, due to phonological 

distance and uniqueness. The last two words in the table above are considered as non-

prototypical suppletive forms as they are phonologically close to their counterparts. Though the 

grammar gives the form xayl for „horses‟, the dictionary gives a regular plural Husun (Wher, 

1968). Xayl is instead given as a collective form with the plural xuyuul. In Modern Standard 

Arabic, some nouns refer to natural groups and may then be called collectives or mass nouns, 
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their single counterparts are called unit nouns as seen in table 28.  

 

COLLECTIVE UNIT NOUNS 

dajaaj „chicken(s)‟ dajaja „a chicken‟ 

buum „owls‟ buuma „an owl‟ 

samak „fish‟ samaka „a fish‟ 

Table 28. Collecive nouns in Modern Standard Arabic (Ryding, 2005: 94-95).  

 

If there is a need to refer to plural nouns where individual units are counted, a specific plural 

marking or broken plural is used. 

 

(14) Modern Standard Arabic (Afro-Asiatic)  

a. xams-u dajaajaat-in  

 „five chickens‟(Ryding, 2005: 95) 

  

b. sitt-u 
ͻ
abwaam-in 

 „six owls‟ (Ryding, 2005: 95)  

  

c. 
ͻ
anwaa

ͻ
-u l-

ͻ
asmaak-i 

 „types of fish‟ (Ryding, 2005: 95) 

 

It thus seems as if xayl is the collective with its own regular broken plural form xuyuul. This 

will not be considered as the suppletive with the non-collective Hisaan „horse‟. This example 

also reveals an interesting methodological problem: the author (in this case Ryding (2005)) may 

have presented the most common plural used for a certain word. Thus the collective form xayl is 

listed as the plural of Hisaan „horse‟. Similarly to the case of the missing of the singular of 

„children‟ in Barasano, speakers may use other words to refer to the singular or plural of a noun.  

We may refer to „chair‟ and „chairs‟, but in real life, when referring to the concept „sons‟, we 

may perhaps more often use terms such as „boys‟ or „children‟. The existence of a particular 

plural does not necessarily imply that we do use it. Other alternative strategies are available and 

we might choose to use these instead. Studies on nominal suppletion may therefore raise a 

question of a noun‟s corresponding „true‟ plural, that is, the plural actually used by speakers. Is 

it the form functioning as the plural of a noun or the existing regular plural?  

3.6.2 Discussion on section 3.6 

The phenomenon of alternating stems is not restricted to the Semitic language family though 

exemplified here by Modern Standard Arabic. Since the definition of a suppletive form is 

dependent on alternation of the stem, one could perhaps argue that all broken plurals in Semitic 

languages are suppletive. However, using the uniqueness criterion, it is concluded that most 

nouns in the Semitic sample constitute a group and form plural according to regular patterns. 

Therefore, only the unique forms are regarded as suppletion, or non-prototypically suppletive if 

the suppletive pair share too much phonological material. As already mentioned, it is difficult to 

determine how many vowels or consonants suffice to define a lexical item as non-prototypically 

suppletive, or how many tokens in a group constitutes a pattern. In the present study, broken 
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plural forms not constituting a pattern (always listed under „other‟ or „miscellaneous plural 

forms‟ in grammars) of Semitic languages have been considered as potential suppletives and 

some nouns have been included based on the phonological distance criterion. It is recognized 

that there is no proper definition for this criterion.  

Modern Standard Arabic has also provided us with an interesting methodological insight; what 

is listed in the grammars may not always be the regular form but something else, perhaps the 

most used form. A theoretical question is raised; what is the true plural form of a particular 

noun? A regular form existing in the language, or the actual plural used when referring to more 

than one of the singular item? For example, in the case of a word like „son‟ in English, the 

formal plural may be „sons‟ whereas the form used when referring to several sons may actually 

more often be „children‟ than „son‟. If a language, such as Maltese, lacks the formal plural of 

„son‟, but uses „children‟ instead, the question is raised whether one may consider this form the 

plural of „son‟. This issue refers back to the discussion of paradigm mentioned in the previous 

section.  

4. Results 

In this section the results of the nominal and adjectival suppletive forms found in the 71 

languages are presented. As mentioned above, the languages are divided into two samples, the 

main sample and the Semitic sample. The main sample includes all 34 languages from SMG, 

and the 30 languages added by this study, excluding the additional Semitic language family. 

The main sample thus includes 64 (34 + 30) languages in total, with Hebrew representing the 

Semitic language family. The Semitic sample includes the following 8 Semitic languages or 

dialects: Modern Standard Arabic, Maltese, Iraqi Arabic, Moroccan Arabic, Ge‟ez, The Arabic 

Dialect of Tillo, The Jewish Neo-Aramaic Dialect of Persian Azerbaijan and Hebrew.   

First, the results on nominal suppletion are presented. The lexical distribution as well as the 

features involved are then presented. It is shown that nouns referring to humans are most often 

suppletive, that number is the most common grammatical feature involved in nominal 

suppletion and that „child‟ is by far the most common noun to be suppletive cross-linguistically. 

Second, adjectival suppletion is presented. It is shown that adjectival suppletion is well spread 

though not very common cross-linguistically. Third, the suppletive forms in the Semitic sample 

are presented. This section shows that „woman‟ versus „women‟ are stable suppletive forms in 

the Semitic languages investigated.   

The results will here present the number of languages that show suppletion as well as the total 

number of of suppletive forms. All the non-prototypical as well as prototypical cases of 

suppletion are included in the results.  

4.1 Nominal suppletion 

This section deals with nominal suppletion found in the main sample. The cross-linguistic 

distribution of nominal suppletion in the main sample is presented, followed by a presentation 

on the relation between animacy and suppletion. Finally, lexical distribution as well as 
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categorical distribution of suppletive forms in the main sample are presented. 

The section mainly deals with number of suppletive nouns rather than number of languages. 

This is motivated by the fact that some languages show suppletive nouns according to several 

grammatical categories. Likewise, one and the same language may show suppletive nouns that 

are inanimate as well as animate. 

4.1.1 Cross-linguistic distribution 

In the 64 languages of the main sample, 29 languages did show nominal suppletion, adding up 

to a total of 45 % of the languages. In total 90 suppletive forms were found, divided into 49 

different lexemes. Each of the 90 instances of suppletive forms indicates the occurrence of a 

lexeme as suppletive in one language. That is, if a noun is suppletive twice, for example for 

number and possession, this has not been counted twice. For example, in Tlingit, at k'átsk'u 

„child‟ is suppletive with reference to its plural at yátx'i „children‟ and with reference to the 

possessive form du yádi „his child‟. The suppletive form of „child‟ in Tlingit is counted only 

once. This means that the number of suppletive forms correlates with their occurrence once in a 

language.  

4.1.2 Grammatical category 

First, the table presenting the grammatical categories in number of languages is presented. 

Languages like Tlingit which show suppletion in several categories are listed according to the 

most common type of suppletion found in the language. 

 

 TOTAL 

NUMBER OF 

LANGUAGES 

NUMBER POSSESSION VOCATIVE 

CASE 

NO NOMINAL 

SUPPLETION 

Number of 

languages 

showing nominal 

suppletion 

64  

100% 

20 

31% 

8 

13% 

1 

2% 

35 

55% 

Table 29. Distribution of grammatical categories in the number of languages of the main 

sample.  

 

In the table above, 20 languages did show number suppletion. We can thus see that number is 

by far the most common feature involved in nominal suppletion, followed by possession. 

Looking at the map in Appendix 4 map 1, we can see that nominal suppletion is well spread and 

appears everywhere but does not occur in Mesoamerica. Possessive suppletion is mainly 

represented in the American continent and is a clear areal phenomenon. 

The table below shows the total number of suppletive nouns and their distribution among the 

grammatical cateogories. As mentioned above, Tlingit „child‟ is suppletive regarding both 

number and possession. Likewise, „yadak'watsk'u „boy‟ in Tlingit is suppletive with reference to 

its plural form k'isáani „boys/young men‟ as well as its diminutive form Atk!A’tsk!o „little boy‟. 

Also, Russian god „year‟ is suppletive in the plural let „years.GEN‟ but only for genitive case. 

These instances have been divided between the features so that Tlingit „child‟ is counted 0.5 

times for number and 0.5 times for possession, Tlingit „boy‟ is counted 0.5 times for the 

diminutive („other‟) and 0.5 times for number and Russian „year‟ is counted 0.5 times for 
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number and 0.5 times for genitive case (listed under „other‟). These are the only languages in 

the sample with multiple category suppletion. 

 

 TOTAL 

NUMBER OF 

SUPPLETIVE 

NOUNS 

NUMBER POSSESSION VOCATIVE 

CASE 

OTHER 

Instances of 

nominal 

suppletion 

90 

100% 

53.5 

59% 

24.5 

27% 

9 

10% 

3 

3% 

Table 30. Distribution of grammatical categories in total number of suppletive nouns. 

 

We can see that number is the most common grammatical category involved in nominal 

suppletion. However, possession and vocative case are also represented. Each grammatical 

category is exemplified below.  

4.1.2.1. Number 

Number almost exclusively involves singular versus plural, but there are a few exceptions. In 

Yimas (Papuan), adopted from Brown et al. (1999-2002), the nouns take suffixes for dual and 

plural
4
 as seen in table 31. 

 

  SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

I father-in-law  macawk macawk-rm macawk-wi 

II mother-in-law  macawk-maŋ macawk-mprum macawk-mput 

III crocodile  manpa manpa-ntrm manpa-wi 

IV wil coconut palm  maripm maripm-ul marip-uŋi 

V mountain  numpk numpk-rm numpk-at 

VI tooth  trŋ trŋk-l trŋk-i 

VII lip, language  karm karmp-l karmp-at 

VIII shark  tŋay tŋay-l tŋaŋ-cmpt 

IX stomach  nmpanmara nmpanmara-wl nmpanmar-ut 

X voice  antuk antuk-ul antuk-wat 

Table 31. Yimas regular number marking (Brown et al., 1999-2002). 

 

The suppletive nouns in the language instead produce the paradigm shown in table 32.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
4 The examples are not glossed by SSD. A detailed report is available in the database online. 
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 SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 

‟woman‟ nar-maŋ nar-m-prum ŋayk-um 

‟man‟ panmal panmalŋc-rm pay-um 

‟child‟ kalakn kaymampan kump-wi 

‟sago palm‟ tnum tnum-ul tp-wi 

‟sago pancake‟ tpuk  

Table 32. Yimas suppletive nouns involving singular, dual and plural (Brown et al., 1999-2002). 

 

There is an interesting note about the plural form ŋaykum for „woman‟; it is formed from the 

stem ŋayuk „mother‟ plus the class I plural suffix -ump. The plural of „mother‟ is however, not 

ŋayk-um („women‟) but the irregular form ŋaykumpam. We thus note some rest of a semantic 

shift involved in suppletion between the lexical meanings „woman‟ and „mother‟.  

Regular nouns in Halkomelem (Salishan) mark plural in four different ways shown in table 33: 

an infix -l- with or without glottalization, CV reduplication, CVC reduplication or a change in 

the vowel. 

 

Singular Plural Type 

sqéwθ „potato‟ sqélǝwθ  -l- infixation 

k
w
ǝ´mlǝx

w
 „root‟ k

w
ǝkwímlǝx

w 
 CV reduplication 

słénǝỷ „female, woman‟ słénłénǝỷ  CVC reduplication 

séỷe „friend, relative‟ sìyéỷǝ  vowel change  

Table 33. Regular plural marking of human referents in Halkomenem (Suttles, 2004: 205). 

 

In Halkomelem, „child‟ is suppletive for the singular its two plural forms. No other noun shows 

the pattern of two plurals in example 15.  

 

(15) Halkomelem (Salishan)  

a. sƛ’qƛł  

„child‟ 

 

  

b. stéɁex
w
ǝł  

„children‟ 

 

  

c. stǝwíx
w
ǝł  

„bunch of children, many children‟ (Suttles, 2004: 211) 

 

 

 

This is an example of overdifferentiating, a phenomenon observed by Corbett (2007: 32) in 

which a distinction not formally made in a language is made through a suppletive form. The 

example is similar to the vocative „friend‟ in Northern Embera, and should not be counted as 

suppletive due to the lack of paradigm. The language is then considered to include one 

suppletive form of „child‟ according to number. Again, we note that suppletion is creating a new 

lexical item for expressing a grammatical function not marked in the language. There seems to 

be a correlation between suppletion and word-formation or perhaps lexicalization if diachronic 

data supports such an analysis.   
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4.1.2.2 Possession 

Possessive suppletion mainly involves an unpossessed form versus a possessed form, such as in 

Jacaltec (Mayan). The regular possessive construction involves the person number markings in 

table 34.  

 

 SINGULAR PLURAL 

1 w-, hin j-, co 

2 ha w-, ha he y-, he 

3 y-, s- 

Table 34. Number person marking for nouns (possession) in Jacaltec (Brown et al., 1999-2002). 

 

The possessed suppletive nouns change their stem when possessed as shown in table 35. 

 

 UNPOSSESSED POSSESSED (1SG) 

‟house‟ ŋah w-atut 

‟tortilla‟ wah w-oč 

Table 35. Suppletive nouns in Jacaltec (Brown et al., 1999-2002). 

 

Recall that Corbett (2007: 15) defines non-fused stems as less canonical according to criterion 

1.  

As has been discussed above and exemplified with Zoogocho Zapotec and Ewondo (sections 

3.2 and 3.1), alienability and suppletion seem to be related. In addition, Kashaya kinship terms 

inflect for possessive pronouns which are prefixed to the nouns. There are two groups of kinship 

terms depending on the number of possessive inflectional markings they take. Below in table 

36, some examples from the first group taking inflectional markings for informal and formal 

first person, second person, third person and third person reflexive are presented. 

 

 1.POSS 

INFORMAL 

1.POSS 

FORMAL 

2.POSS 3.POSS 3.POSS
 

REFLEXIVE 

„brother, older‟ ki´kín’ ʔa´kín’ miki miyá´ki maki 

„father‟ pe´pén’ ʔa´pén’ meʔe miyá´me maʔe 

„father‟s father‟ baˊbán’ baˊs’én’ mibás’ miyáˊbas’ mabás’ 

„father‟s mother‟ maˊmán’ maˊs’én’ mimás’ miyáˊmas’ mamás’ 

Table 36. Kashaya possessed kinship terms (Buckley, 1992: 361). 

 

Some kinship terms presented in table 37 are listed as suppletives when possessed. 
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 1.POSS ‘my’
 
  2.POSS, 3.POSS

 
 

‟friend‟ k’aṭ
h
ín’ k’an’ 

‟husband‟ ṭ
h
aɁkín’ 

Ɂ
daq

h
an’ 

 ‟wife‟ ṭhaɁmén’ 

‟younger brother‟ ḱún’ ťiki 

‟younger sister‟ šomén’ 

‟son-in-law‟ hiɁbayá-yaɁ 
h
ceye 

‟mother-in-law‟ ťile-yáɁ ša´ 

‟father-in-law‟ ba´ 

Table 37. Kashaya suppletive kinship terms (Buckley, 1992: 367).  

 

Buckley (1992: 367) comments that the stem of ṭ
h
aɁkín’ „husband‟ and ṭhaɁmén’ „wife‟ should 

be „spouse‟, likewise the stem of k’ún’ „younger brother‟ and šomén’ „younger sister‟ should be 

„younger sibling‟ as they differ only in the first person. These are examples of syncretism in 

relation to suppletion; the paradigm merges into one and becomes more general in meaning. 

Also, he comments that although k’at
h
ín’ „my friend‟ and k’an’ „your/his, her friend‟ are quite 

similar, the irregularity cannot be captured by a rule. Due to the phonological closeness, „friend‟ 

is regarded as non-prototypical suppletion. These forms have been listed under possession, as 

they express possession, but they could as well have been listed under person as it is when 

shifting the person in the paradigm that they are suppletive. Do note that according to Corbett‟s 

criterion 9, when more features are involved in a suppletive form, the suppletive form is more 

canonically suppletive, as it makes suppletion more irregular semantically. However, in 

Kashaya, kinship terms do not take two inflectional markings, which merge in the suppletive 

cases, but rather, the two features involved are embedded in the possessive pronouns. However, 

the suppletion itself occurs when changing person. Recall that Ewondo suppletive kinship 

terms, occur in the possessive construction as opposed to the unpossessed kinship term. 

However, they are also showing different forms for first and second person. Similarly, in 

Kashaya, suppletion occurs as 1st person possessive is changed to 2
nd

 and 3
rd

.   

4.1.2.3 Vocative case 

The only language in the sample where we observe vocative suppletion is Tariana (Arawak), 

included in SSD. Looking at the data in table 38, it becomes clear that the regular vocative is 

expressed by a bare stem
5
. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
5 The examples are not glossed by SSD. A detailed report is available in the database online. 
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 NON-VOCATIVE VOCATIVE 

son of father‟s younger 

brother 

nu-idoa-ri indoa 

daughter of father‟s younger 

brother 

nu-idoa-ru 

elder brother nu-phe-ri nu-phe 

 elder sister nu-phe-ru 

one‟s (female‟s ego‟s) 

brother‟s son 

nuidua-ri nu-idua  

 

one‟s (female‟s ego‟s) 

brother‟s daughter 

nuidua-ru 

 

Table 38. Tariana vocative paradigm (Aikhenvald 2003: 70). 

 

The fully suppletives break the regular paradigm by forming vocatives in as shown in table 39.  

 

 NON-VOCATIVE VOCATIVE 

son‟s wife nurinu tethu 

daughter of male ego‟s sister; daughter of 

one‟s wife‟s sister/brother 

nu-wasado 

son of male ego‟s sister; son‟s wife‟s 

brother 

tesi 

daughter‟s husband nu-sima-ri 

grandfather nu-wheri duwhue 

elder brother‟s wife nu-phe-ri-sa-do 

1SG-elder.sibling-M+INDF-

spouse-F 

nu-phe-rinu 

1SG-

elder.sibling-

M+wife:VOC 

wife‟s father; husband‟s father nu-ñhawhe-ri nukhi 

wife‟s mother nu-ñhawhe-ru nukui 

mother‟s brother‟s child; marriageable relative nu-tedua-ri (son) nai 

nu-tedua-ru (daughter) 

Table 39. Vocative suppletive forms in Tariana (Brown et al., 1999-2002).  

 

The suppletive forms for kinship terms in Tariana all have changes in their stems. The vocative 

marking in Tariana may cause a problem for our definition of suppletion: if the vocative is not 

marked and we require a paradigm for the suppletive form, cases like Tariana become 

problematic as there is no merging of affix and stem. However, in contrast to kõpa/ače „friend‟ 

in Northern Embera, they actually fall within the definition of suppletion as there is a paradigm, 

an inflectional marking for the non-vocative that differentiates it from the non-marked vocative. 

We can conclude from the data that all instances of vocative case suppletion involve proper 

kin terms. Improper kin terms, such as „child‟ or „woman‟ more often show number suppletion. 

This is shown in section 4.1.4.  
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4.1.2.4 ‘Other’: case, diminutive and gender suppletion 

A few examples of suppletion not involving number, possession or vocative case was also 

found. In Archi (North Caucasian), absolutive and ergative case is expressed by regular suffixes. 

However, two examples of suppletion involving absolutive versus ergative case are presented in 

the SSD, shown in table 40.  

 

 ABS.SG ERG.SG(OBL) 

‟father‟ abttu ummu 

‟child‟  lo laha 

Table 40. Archi suppletive nouns for absolutive and ergative case (Brown et al., 1999-2002).  

 

This category is, as seem above, not very common in nominal suppletion and most suppletive 

forms in Archi show suppletion according to number.  

The category „other‟ contains an example of suppletion of singular versus the diminutive in 

Tlingit, already presented in section 3.1. 

As mentioned above, Russian god „year‟ is suppletive in the plural but only in the genitive 

case as can be observed in table 41.  

 

 SG PL 

NOM god god-i 

ACC god god-i 

GEN god-a god-ov/let 

DAT god-u god-am 

INSTR god-om god-am’i 

LOC god-e/god-u god-ax 

Table 41. Russian god ‘year’ (Brown et al., 1999-2002). 

 

Russian is included from SSD and it may be noted that there also exist a regular genitive form 

making use of the -ov marker. The distribution is determined by context. For more detail on the 

contexts involved SMG refers to (Bortnik, 1979). 

It is striking that case suppletion is not more frequent in the sample.  

4.1.3 Animacy 

This section presents results on the relation between animacy and suppletion. The first 

subsection presents the cross-linguistic distribution of nominal suppletion according to animacy 

and the second subsection presents the cross-linguistic distribution of grammatical category 

regarding animacy. 

4.1.3.1 Cross-linguistic distribution of animacy 

In the main sample, 74% of the suppletive nouns were referring to humans. One instance of a 

body part, soka „mouth, front‟ in Maybrat (West Papuan), has been included in the „human‟ 

group. The number „90‟ indicates the total number of suppletive nouns found in the languages 

of the main sample. 67 of these suppletive nouns did have a human referent as seen in table 42. 
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 INSTANCES  

PERCENTAGE 

Total number of nominal suppletion 

 

90 

100% 

 

Human referents 

 

 

67 

74% 

Animal referents 5 

6% 

 

Inanimate referents 

 

18 

20% 

Table 42. Distribution of nominal suppletion regarding animacy. 

 

Human referents are the most common types of nouns to be suppleted. Inanimate nouns are 

slightly more frequently suppleted than animal referents. However, if one looks at the lexical 

distribution of suppleted nouns in table 44 below, one may note that apart from „house‟ and 

„tortilla‟, inanimate nouns occur once in single languages. It is perhaps more appropriate to 

conclude that suppletion follow the animacy cline in the following way: HUMAN > NON-HUMAN. 

In the following section, we will see the correlation between animacy and grammatical 

category.  

4.1.3.2 Animacy and grammatical category 

The total number of suppletive nouns found in the main sample and the distribution among 

different categories is given below in table 43. Recall that in Tlingit, a noun showed suppletion 

involving two different categories. The problem of counting these two nouns with regard to 

their grammatical category has been solved as explained above and repeated here: „child‟ in 

Tlingit is suppletive both regarding number and possession, these two categories have received 

the number 0.5 each, thus „sharing‟ the one occurrence of suppletive „child‟ in the language. 

One could then say that, out of the 90 instances of suppletive nouns, 53.5 did refer to number 

suppletion. 

Also, a suppletive form may have several counterparts in the same category, such as singular, 

plural and dual or as in Halkomelem, where „child‟ involves two types of plural (see section 

4.1.2.1 above). As the two plurals belong to the category „number‟, they are only counted as one 

instance of number suppletion. This reveals one of many difficulties with numbering and 

classifying lexical items, and the estimation of instances may therefore seem as somewhat 

random. The aim has been to count the nouns objectively and consistently. Still, one should 

look at the data as approximations and tendencies rather than exact figures. 
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 INSTANCES  

PERCENTAGE 

NUMBER POSSESSION VOCATIVE 

CASE 

OTHER 

Total number of 

nominal 

suppletion 

 

90 

100% 

53.5 

59% 

24.5 

27% 

9 

10% 

3 

3% 

Human referents 

 

 

67 

100% 

39 

58% 

16.5 

25% 

9 

13% 

2.5 

4% 

Animal referents 5 

100% 

2 

40% 

3 

60% 

- 

0% 

- 

0% 

Inanimate 

referents 

18 

100% 

12.5 

69% 

5 

27 % 

- 

0% 

0.5 

3% 

Table 43. Distribution of nominal suppletion regarding animacy and features. 

 

The data shows that human referents mainly involve number, possession or vocative case 

suppletion in that order. Non-human referents only involve number and possession suppletion in 

that order.  

4.1.4 Suppletion and lexical meaning 

This section presents the distribution of lexical meaning regarding nominal suppletion and the 

distribution of grammatical categories and lexical meaning. That is, the first subsection presents 

the most common nouns to be suppleted while the second subsection presents the lexical items 

and the grammatical categories for which they show suppletion.    

4.1.4.1 Lexical distribution 

The distribution of the suppletive lexemes regarding their meanings found in the main sample is 

shown below in table 44. The total number of suppletive forms found in the 64 languages (main 

sample) with a particular lexical meaning is given. Any additional meanings included are given 

in brackets, thus the 4 instances of „brother‟ also include one instance of a lexeme meaning 

„younger brother to a man‟ and one instance of a lexeme meaning „younger brother‟. The table 

shows the lexical distribution of all suppletive forms in the main sample in the number of 

languages they occur. That is, „child‟ is suppletives in 13 languages, „woman‟ in 6 languages 

and so on.  
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LEXICAL MEANING IN NUMBER OF LANGUAGES 

child 13 

woman 6 

man 

person 

5 

brother (younger brother to a man, younger brother) 4 

father 3 

cow 

dog 

father in law (wife‟s father/husband‟s father) 

girl (young woman) 

house 

husband 

mother 

mother in law (wife's mother) 

sister (younger sister)  

tortilla  

wife 

2 

Table 44. Lexical distribution of nominal suppletion. 

 

Table 45 lists the nouns occurring only once, i.e. in one language in the main sample. 31 lexical 

meanings occurred only in one language. 

 

LEXICAL MEANINGS OCCURRING ONCE IN THE SAMPLE 

animal friend slave 

boy grandfather sleeping6 

bread fruit tree knife son in law 

canal little7 son of male ego‟s sister/son‟s 

wife‟s brother car marriageable relative 

corner of a sack mouth, front son's wife 

daughter my son tree 

daughter of male ego‟s 

sister/daughter of one‟s wife‟s 

sister/brother           

nest tyre 

pier of a bridge year 

puncture young man 

daughter's husband sago palm  

elder brother's wife shepherd  

Table 45. Lexical meanings occurring in one language of the main sample. 

 

Do note that „child‟ is by far the most common lexical meaning to be suppleted cross-

linguistically: 20% of the languages of the sample have a suppletive form for „child‟. Also, as 

                                                   
6 The word is listed as a noun in Davidsom (2002: 212). 

7 The word is listed as a noun in Matuthunira, the language does not exhibit a class of adjectives 

Dench (1995: 97).  
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noted above, human referents are at the top of the list of lexical distribution, including many 

kinship terms. Also note that younger siblings are more often suppletive than older siblings, 

thus following Greenberg‟s markedness hierarchy of kinship terms.   

In counting the number of occurrences of one lexical meaning, the singular or unmarked 

forms, such as the non-possessed or the non-vocative, has been considered and presented above. 

It is recognized that it is problematic to put together „younger brother‟ with „brother‟. One may 

however argue that „younger brother‟ is after all a type of „brother‟. If not, then „brother‟ may 

be considered under-represented. On the other hand, „son of male ego‟s sister/son‟s wife‟s 

brother‟, has not been considered a type of „son‟ and „son‟s wife‟ has not been considered a type 

of „wife‟. In addition, it could perhaps be the case that some languages do not distinguish 

between „person‟ and „man‟.  

Grouping nouns together makes semantic distinction disappear and the meanings are thus 

often dependent on translations into English. Therefore the data is provided in Appendix 1 for 

any other desired grouping. The list above is expected to show tendencies for lexical meanings 

that show suppletion, rather than exact numbers of lexical items and instances of suppletion. 

An additional problem is the grouping of different grammatical categories together. After all, 

„child‟ being suppletive for number is not the same as „child‟ being suppletive when possessed. 

The next section will show a more detailed table of the features involved in suppletive forms for 

the different lexemes.  

In spite the difficulties discussed above, it is striking that „child‟ is by far the most frequent 

noun to show suppletion. Also, note that improper kin terms such as „child‟, „woman‟ and „man‟ 

are more frequently suppletive than proper kinship terms. In their study on kinship terms Dahl 

& Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2001) noted that „child‟ and „mother‟ were the most frequently used 

kinship terms in the corpus of spoken Swedish “Samtal i Göteborg”. This is in line with 

previous research stating that suppletion is observed with frequent items. The question then is if 

frequency is the only motivation. Why, for example, is „child‟ twice as often suppletive than 

„woman‟? In section 5, motivations for suppletion will be discussed.  

4.1.4.2 Lexical distribution and grammatical category 

Table 46 below shows lexical distribution and grammatical category. Again, the number of 

instances is counted on the occurrence of a noun in a language and the correlation between 

lexeme and grammatical category is counted in the same way as the correlation between 

animacy and grammatical category in table 43. Consequently, since „child‟ is suppletive both 

for number and possession in Tlingit, the two grammatical categories are counted 0.5 times each 

for Tlingit „child‟. Thus „child‟ is suppleted in 13 languages in total and the number below show 

the grammatical distribution of these 13 forms. 

This table only shows the lexical items that occurred as suppletive in at least two languages. 

The order of the lexical meanings is the same as in table 44 above.  
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Table 46. Lexical distribution and grammatical category.  

 

It is again striking how number is by far the most common grammatical feature to be involved 

in nominal suppletion. However, it is interesting to note that improper kinship terms, such as 

„child‟, „woman‟ and „man‟, most often involve number suppletion whereas proper kinship 

terms such as „father‟, „mother‟, „husband‟ and „sister‟ seem to involve possessive suppletion 

aswell.  

4.1.5 Conclusions on nominal suppletion 

Looking at the results given above, suppletion does not seem like a random phenomenon. 

Instead we may draw some important conclusions at this point. (1) Suppletion is observed with 

nouns that refer to humans, often proper or improper kinship terms. (2) The most common 

lexical meaning involved in suppletion is „child‟. (3) The most common grammatical feature 

involved in nominal suppletion is number followed by possession, and vocative case, in 

descreasing order of frequency. (4) Improper kinship terms show a tendency towards number 

suppletion whereas proper kinship terms may also be involved in possessive suppletion. (5) 

Inanimate referents are almost always suppleted regarding number and less commonly 

possession. (6) Suppletion is not a very rare phenomenon as almost half of the languages 

examined had suppletive nouns. (7) Vocative suppletion is attested in one language of the main 

sample, namely Tariana, and only affects kinship terms. (8) Improper kinship terms are slightly 

more common as suppletive nouns than proper kinship terms. (9) Younger siblings are more 

often suppletive than older; this follows the markedness hierarchy of kinship terms given by 

Greenberg.   

Lexeme NUMBER POSSESSION CASE: 

ABS/ERG 

CASE: 

VOC 

OTHER 

child 9.5 2.5 1   

woman 6     

man 5     

person  5     

brother (younger brother to a 

man, younger brother) 

3 1    

father  2 1   

cow 2     

dog  2    

father in law (wife‟s 

father/husband‟s father) 

 1  1  

girl (young woman) 2     

house  2    

husband  2    

mother 1 1    

mother in law (wife's mother)  1  1  

sister (younger sister) 1 1    

tortilla  2    

wife 1 1    
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4.2 Adjectival suppletion 

In this section, the results of the adjectival suppletive forms found in the main sample are 

presented. The cross-linguistic distribution of the suppletive adjectives and the distribution of 

grammatical categories are discussed. 

4.2.1 Cross-linguistic distribution 

Out of the 64 languages in the main sample, only the following 7 languages did have suppletive 

adjectives: Basque (Basque), Georgian (South Caucasian), Halkomelem (Salishan), Hungarian 

(Uralic), Kashaya (Pomo), Russian (Indo-European) and Tariana (Arawak). Interestingly, 

adjectival suppletion is present in diverse languages from two macro regions; Europe and both 

American continents. This may be viewed in Appendix 4, map 2. However, a larger sample is 

needed to confirm this proposed tendency. The cross-linguistic distribution of the occurrence in 

the languages of the world is approximately 11%. One could say that adjectival suppletion is 

rare, though perhaps not as rare as meets the eye given the fact that far from all languages do 

have adjectives as a class.  

It should be noted that the suppletive noun kupuyu „little (SG)‟ in Martuthunira has a typical 

adjectival meaning referring to size, defined by Dixon (1977: 63) and discussed in section 5.3, 

though the language does not distinguish between nouns and adjectives.  

4.2.2 Distribution and grammatical category 

The suppletive adjectives and their lexical and feature distribution from the main sample are 

presented in table 47 below.  The additional meanings given in brackets indicate that the word 

in a particular language has several meanings. That is, hanu in Tariana means „big/wide/long‟ 

and in Hungarian sok means „many/a lot‟.  

Again, the second column indicates the number of languages in which this particular lexeme 

occurs as suppletive in the main sample. Contrary to nominal suppletion, no adjective occurred 

twice as suppletive in one single language. The following columns indicate the number of 

instances with regard to the respective grammatical category. Thus „good‟ occurred as 

suppletive in three different languages in comparative paradigms involving the positive form 

versus the comparative form.  

  

LEXEME NUMBER OF LANG. POS/COMPR NUMBER LONG/SHORT 

good 3 3   

big (wide/long) 3  2 1 

bad 2 2   

many (a lot) 2 2   

few 1 1   

little 1  1  

Table 47. Distribution of adjectival suppletion regarding grammatical category. 

4.2.2.1 Adjectival comparison 

The regular degree comparison of the adjective novyi „new‟ in Russian is shown in table 48. 
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POSITIV COMPR SUPERLATIVE 

MASCULINE FEMININE NEUTER  MASCULINE FEMININE NEUTER 

nov-yi nov-aja nov-oe nov-ee nov-ejš-ij nov-ejš-aja nov-ejš-ee 

Table 48. Adjectival comparison in Russian, exemplified by novij ‘new’ (Brown et al., 1999-

2002). 

 

The most common type of adjectival suppletion involves comparison, in table 49 below 

exemplified by Russian „good‟ and „bad‟.  

 

 POSITIVE COMPARATIVE 

‟good‟ xorošij lučše 

‟bad‟ ploxoj xuže 

Table 49. Suppletives adjectives in Russian (Brown et al., 1999-2002). 

4.2.2.2 Number 

A few cases of suppletion due to number are also shown. In Kashaya, the plural clitic -yya after 

vowel or -Ɂay after consonant is marked at the end of a noun phrase rather than on the head 

noun (Oswalt 1961: 317). 

 

(16)  Kashaya (Pomo)  

 ɁacaɁ  ģoʾdi-yaa  

 man good-PL 

 „good men, good people‟(Oswalt, 1961: 317) 

 

However, the suppletive adjective in example 17 and 18 was provided by Bruno Olsson (p.c.) 

following Oswalt (1975). 

 

(17) bahṭhe  

 „big‟ (SG) (Oswalt, 1975: 6) 

 

(18)  Ɂahṭhiy 

 „big.PL‟(Oswalt, 1975: 6) 

 

Accordin to Bruno Olsson (p.c.), the regular plural form of bahṭhe „big‟ would have taken the 

suffix -yya, creating the form *bahṭhe yaa, which does not exist in the language. Due to the 

phonological similarity, the suppletive form is regarded as non-prototypical suppletion. 

4.2.2.3 Russian long and short form 

In addition to degree comparison, one rare form of adjectival suppletion was also noted in 

Russian by SMG; the adjective bol´šoj „big‟ and its suppletive short form velik. The short forms 

may be used in conversation or at the end of sentences and they do not inflect for case as do the 

long forms, but for gender and number. In table 50, the regular form is again exemplified by 

novyi „new‟. 
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MASCULINE FEMININE NEUTER PL 

nov nov-a nov-o nov-i 

Table 50. Russian novij ‘new’, long and short form (Brown et al.). 

4.2.3 Conclusions on adjectival suppletion 

Due to the low amount of data of suppletive adjectives found, it is difficult to speculate about 

the characteristics of adjectival suppletion. However, one can conclude that adjectival 

suppletion is not as common as verbal and nominal suppletion, that comparison seems to be the 

main feature involved in suppletion and that the lexical meaning „good‟ and „big‟ appears as the 

most common adjective to show suppletion. Also, one may perhaps speculate that Bybee‟s line 

of thought on general semantics is followed. Though difficult to isolate the exact definition of a 

specific versus a general adjective, it seems as if the adjectives given above are, apart from 

being frequent, also very general in meaning. Nevertheless, due to the small amount of data, the 

results do not necessarily single out generality from frequency, that is, it is not clear whether 

adjectival suppletion is motivated by other factors than economy, such as semantic shift. This 

will be further discussed in section 5.3. 

4.3 Suppletion in the Semitic sample 

This section presents the results of suppletive nouns and adjectives in the Semitic sample. In 

this small sample, 8 Semitic languages and dialects have been investigated. 

4.3.1 Nominal suppletion in the Semitic sample 

In table 51, a list of nominal suppletion in the languages of the sample is presented. Only the 

ones with a minimum of 2 occurrences are given.  

 

LEXEME NUMBER OF LEX. NUMBER GENDER 

„woman‟ 7 7  

„boy‟ („young man‟) 2 1 1 

„man‟ 2 1 1 

Table 51. Lexical distribution of suppletive nouns in 8 Semitic languages and dialects.  

 

The word for „woman‟ seems to be a stable suppletive form due to number in the language 

family. The three lexical items above are similar in meaning with the findings in the main 

sample. Only the non-prototypical gender suppletion in Maltese discussed in section 3.4, do 

stand out. Examples of number suppletion are presented in the next section.  

The following lexemes occurred once as suppletive in the Semitic sample: „daughter‟, „son‟, 

„girl‟, „car‟, „tyre‟, „puncture‟, „house‟, „year‟, „thing‟, „father‟, „stallion‟, „goat‟, „ram‟, „brother 

of‟, „water‟ and „mouth‟.  
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4.3.1.1 ‘Woman’ versus ‘women’ 

All languages in the Semitic sample apart from Modern Hebrew
8
 have a suppletive form for 

„woman‟ versus „women‟. The example of Modern Hebrew is however somewhat irregular. The 

singular/plural pairs in table 52 were found in the Semitic languages. 

 

Language/dialect SINGULAR PLURAL  

Modern Standard Arabic imra
ͻ
a nisaa

ͻ
 ~ niswa ~ niswaan 

Maltese mara nisa 

Ge'ez be'siit anest, anesteyaa 

Iraqi Arabic ṃara niswaan 

Moroccan Arabic mṛa εyalat 

The Arabic Dialect of Tillo mara nǝswēn 

The Jewish Neo-Aramaic 

Dialect of Persia Azerbaijan 

baxta ‘wife, woman’ nišawe ‘wifes’  

niše ‘women’  

Modern Hebrew isha nashim 

Table 52. ‘Woman’ versus ‘women’ in 7 Semitic languages/dialects. 

 

These forms are to be compared to the regular plural marking in the Semitic languages family 

exemplified my Modern Standard Arabic in section 3.6.1. The areal distribution of the forms in 

table 52 is shown in Appendix 4, map 3. 

One may thus speculate that suppletion is a stable and old phenomenon which does not allow 

for many changes within a language family. It is then difficult to argue that suppletion is an 

„unnatural‟ or „random‟ phenomenon. Rather, one may assume that suppletive forms may be old 

forms that for certain reasons have been kept as suppletive over time. Diachronic investigations 

on Semitic languages could provide us with interesting motivations for „woman‟ versus 

„women‟ being suppletive in the language family.  

It is also interesting to note that though „woman‟ shows suppletion according to number in 7 

of the languages and is irregular in one, it is not necessarily the same root that is being used. 

Thus, it seems as if though the notion of a suppletive form for „woman‟ is stable, it is not 

necessarily the same word in all languages. Another explanation for the deviating singular form 

baxta and be'siit and the deviating plural εyalat is a historical process of which we have no 

information. In addition, the plural stem n-s-w seems somewhat more stable than the singular. 

Further research involving diachronic data is of course needed on this issue. 

4.3.2 Adjectival suppletion in the Semitic sample 

Two suppletive adjectives shown in table 53 were also found in the sample, involving the 

grammatical category comparison. In both Maltese and Iraqi Arabic adjectives inflect for gender 

and number and some may have comparative forms. 

 

 

                                                   
8 Hebrew is provided by SSD and „woman‟ versus „women‟ is not considered suppletive. However, 

looking at the forms given above, they seem to be somewhat irregular, as regular plural is marked 

by either -im „M.PL‟ or -ot „F.PL‟. 
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 ROOT COMPARATIVE 

Maltese tajjeb „good‟ aqwa
9
 „stronger, better‟ 

aħjar „better‟ 

Iraqi Arabic čibiir „big‟ Ɂakbar „bigger‟ 

Iraqi Arabic zeen „good‟ Ɂaħsan „better‟ 

Table 53. Suppletive adjectives in the Semitic sample. 

 

The semantic shift in Maltese is commented by Michael Spagnol (p.c.): 

 

Aqwa is morphologically related to another adjective, qawwi 'strong, robust, solid'. However, 

the comparative form does not mean „stronger‟, but rather „better‟. And it is good to note that 

the same adjective tajjeb has a regular comparative form itjeb. However, this one is mostly 

restricted to the domain of taste, like „this food is itjeb (tastes better) than the other one‟. 

Aqwa, on the other hand, is not really restricted to some particular domain. 

 

There seems to have been a generalization of meaning involved at some level of the process of 

aqwa becoming the suppletive comparative of tajjeb. We see the existence of a semantically 

specific domain of taste and a general meaning coexisting.  One could perhaps speculate that the 

meaning of tajjeb being more generalized may have enabled the entering of another, suppletive, 

word in the paradigm, thus allowing for itjeb to keep the specific meaning referring to taste. 

Perhaps then, semantic change is involved in some cases of adjectival suppletion as well.  

It is also interesting to note, that the suppletive adjectives in the Semitic sample correspond in 

meaning to the most common suppletive adjectives in the main sample.  

4.3.3 Conclusion on suppletion in the Semitic sample 

The study on the small sample of the Semitic language family has shown that suppletion may be 

a stable phenomenon in a language family. In the case of the Semitic language family, „woman‟ 

is suppletive according to number. Even though there seems to be two or three different stems 

involved in the suppletion of „woman‟, the lexical meaning „woman‟ is still suppletive in all 

Semitic languages examined except Hebrew. Further research on this issue would be interesting. 

Also, the lexical meanings of the suppletive nouns and adjectives and the feature they are 

suppleted for confirm the results in the main sample.  

5. Discussion 

This section summarizes the generalizations offered earlier in the thesis as well as discusses 

some further issues not yet mentioned. Reference to the theoretical issues discussed in the 

section on previous studies, is also made. First, the results on nominal suppletion with reference 

                                                   
9 Albert Borg (p.c) comments that “The use of aqwa 'better' is, in my view, a slang usage. I would 

not use it in a written text. In a literary context, one should use it solely in the meaning 'stronger”. 
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to verbal suppletion are discussed. The following sections discuss the results on nominal and 

adjectival suppletion as well as the results from the Semitic sample and provide some patterns 

of suppletion observed in the study. This is followed by a discussion on Corbett‟s canonical 

approach to suppletion and the final section provides a suggestion for nominal and adjectival 

relevance hierarchies.  

5.1 Nominal versus verbal suppletion 

One of the aims of this study has been to test whether Bybee‟s (1985: 93) hypothesis that verbal 

suppletion is more common than nominal suppletion is correct. In her study on verbal 

suppletion, Ljuba Veselinova (2006) showed that around 65% of all the languages in her sample 

had some type of verbal suppletion. Her study includes verbal suppletion regarding tense, 

aspect, imperative and verbal number. She comments that verbal number is a difficult category 

and may consequently be excluded in distribution estimates (Veselinova, 2006: 148-150). 

Excluding verbal number from her sample leaves us with a total of approximately 50% of the 

languages, which is not very different from the results of the present study showing that 45% of 

the languages had nominal suppletion. However, the number of suppletive forms per language 

may still differ between verbal and nominal suppletion. Judging by the data in Veselinova 

(2006) one may say that the number of suppletive verbs in a language is larger than the number 

of suppletive nouns. Again, it is problematic to group aspect, tense, imperatives and verbal 

number together as well as number, possession and vocative case, but perhaps it is motivated if 

we want to find out if suppletion in verb paradigms is more common than suppletion in nominal 

paradigms.  

5.2 Discussion of nominal suppletion 

This section discusses some issues regarding nominal suppletion. The first subsection discusses 

kinship terms and suppletion, the second subsection discusses „child‟ including a discussion on 

the motivations for „child‟ being suppleted according to number. The two last subsections 

suggest some motivations for the close connection between animacy and suppletion followed by 

motivations for suppletion involving possession and vocative case. It should be noted that the 

motivations offered are merely suggestions and somewhat speculative. In order to truly know 

what has motivated the suppletive forms diachronic studies are needed. 

5.2.2 The suppletive ‘child’ 

This study has shown that „child‟ is by far the most common noun to show suppletion. In this 

section a few examples of the occurrence of suppletive „child‟ are given. Also some instances 

where „boy‟, „daughter‟ and „son‟ have „children‟ as their plural form are included. Some 

motivations for „child‟ being suppletive are presented. Semantic change may be involved in 

suppletive forms and give rise to syncretism. However, the results have shown that suppletion 

also affects frequent items. Thus frequency is a requirement for nominal suppletion and the 

economic motivation for frequent items may be viewed as motivation enough. 

It is important to note that the motivations presented here are suggestions and somewhat 

speculative. We do not know what motivates suppletion and may only try to present suitable 
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suggestions.  

One motivation for „child‟ being suppletive has already been touched upon. It concerns the 

two functions of improper kinship terms. An improper kinship term is a term which may be 

used in kinship relations as well as non-kinship relations. For example, lexemes like „child‟, 

„woman‟ or „man‟ may refer to a kinship relation, e.g. „my child/woman/man‟, but may also 

have other non-kinship referents, e.g. „the little girl‟ etc. The two functions may then give rise to 

different forms.  In her study on verbal suppletion, Veselinova (2006: 97) concludes that many 

functions may motivate different ways of encoding. This explains why the verbs showing 

suppletion are the same as those that usually grammaticalized into auxiliary verbs. Perhaps one 

could conclude then, in the same way, that an improper kinship term such as „child‟ with two 

functions is well motivated to be encoded with diverging stems. However, this motivation does 

not directly motivate suppletion to occur between the singular and the plural. Also, improper 

kinship terms are cultural specific. In the case of „child‟ however, the phenomenon may be 

widely spread. Recall that Dahl & Koptjevskaja (2001: 202) note no language that do not 

exhibit the polysemy of „child‟ denoting both „first generation descendent‟ and „person who has 

not yet reached puberty‟. 

The two functions of improper kin terms may also increase their frequency of occurrence in a 

language. If „child‟ denotes two things one could expect that it is more frequent than a word that 

only denotes kinship relations. Frequency alone could then be a motivation for the results of this 

study. It may well be the case that it is for economic reasons that languages choose to encode 

„child‟ versus „children‟ in two unique ways.  

Another motivation for „child‟ being the most common suppletive noun is the observations 

made in Barasano and Maltese in section 3.4. In these two languages, wlied „sons and 

daughters‟ is involved in syncretic paradigms with the singular counterparts bin „son‟ and bint 

„daughter‟. Though these examples have not been argued to be instances of suppletion, they 

may still be interesting to look at. Recall that Fertig (1998: 1077), following Bybee(1985) 

suggests a motivation for German sein „to be‟ being suppletive as opposed to lernen „to learn‟: 

since sein does not mean very much, the different forms can be said to not have much semantics 

in common, therefore they may also differ from one another. Lernen, on the other hand, has a 

more clear and specific meaning, therefore the forms should resemble each other. Change in 

form is thus reflecting change in meaning (Bybee, 1985: 130). We find similar interesting cases 

of semantic shifts in paradigms for the lexeme „child‟. In the Arabic dialect of Tillo we find the 

suppletive form of ǝbǝn „son‟ in table 54. 

 

SINGULAR PLURAL 

ǝbǝn „son‟ awlād/ǝwlād „sons; children‟ 

Table 54. Suppletive noun in the Arabic dialect of Tillo (Lahdo, 2009: 95). 

 

It would have been interesting to know the singular of „child‟ in order to compare, but the 

grammar does not comment on that. It may only be noted that the plural of son has been 

extended to mean also children. The semantic closeness of „son‟/‟daughter‟ versus „child‟ may 

have been one reason why we see many suppletive paradigms. Since the meaning „children‟ 

includes the meanings „sons‟ and „daughters‟, some languages may make without plurals for 

„sons‟ and „daughters‟. Diachronic research could provide us with data to support this 

suggestion.  
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One may add that the experience of having one child may be quite different from the 

experience of having several. This may be an indirect motivation for the results as well. 

It is also interesting to note, that the syncretic paradigms are most often merging in the plural; 

we do not find examples of „child‟ being specified in the plural (i.e. to „sons‟ and „daughters‟). 

This may be motivated by the nature of the plural itself, which is inherently more general in 

meaning and may include non-homogenous members. This issue will be discussed in the next 

section.  

5.2.3 Motivations for suppletion according to number 

Syncretism has been noted by Corbett (2007: 30) to be highly prominent in cases of suppletion. 

Also the phenomenon may be noted in Veselinova (2006). Croft (1990) and Greenberg (1966) 

also note that syncretism is more prominent in the plural than in the singular. This observation is 

confirmed by the present study.  

One possible explanation could be that syncretism occurs as a consequence of semantic shift, 

which then gives rise to suppletion. Plural may be seen as inherently more general than singular 

as plural may allow for its members to be more or less homogeneous. Singular on the other 

hand, only denotes one specific item. Plurality denotes a group, and the individual members of a 

group are not necessarily identical, therefore, two or more forms in singular may merge in the 

plural as noted in Tlingit, Maltese and Barasano. As this creates a merging in the paradigm, it 

motivates the existence of suppletion semantically. Recall that one of Gorbachevskij‟s (1967: 

44, cited in Veselinova 2006: 44) explanations for suppletion is the semantic convergence of 

two or more lexical items into one and the same paradigm. The syncretic paradigms seem to 

confirm his explanation.  

Bybee (1985: 75-76) discusses analysis on data provided by Tiersma (1982). In Frisian 

(Germanic), the frequency of the plural form of certain nouns may be used as an argument for 

referring to the plurals as the unmarked form, rather than the singular. These are nouns that 

often come in pairs or in groups, such as handcuff, boot, skate, cloud, stair and wave. These 

nouns may even take double plural markings, -en and -s, which further indicates that they are 

considered as singular. Tiersma also points out, that the English plural forms men, women, 

children, feet, oxen, geese, lice, mice and teeth are autonomous plural forms and highly 

frequent. This prevents them from being regularized on the basis of the singular, and they may 

even split a paradigm. Thus the high frequency of a certain noun, such as „child‟, in the plural 

may make the plural autonomous from the singular and allowing for the existence of suppletive 

forms. This may be one motivation for the high occurrence of „child‟ as suppletive. In fact, a 

search of British National Corpus shows that in English, „child‟ and „person‟ are both much 

more frequent in the plural than in the singular as well as frequent on their own. This is shown 

in table 55. The lexical items below have the same meaning as the most common suppletive 

nouns cross-linguistically shown in table 46 above. Two additional nouns are included to be 

compared to their masculine counterparts: sister and mother.  
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SINGULAR OCCURRENCES PLURAL OCCURRENCES 

child 23693 children 45724 

person 24573 persons 

people 

4041 

121711 

woman 21994 women 38262 

man 58821 men 37007 

mother 24426 mothers 3227 

father 22757 fathers 1193 

sister 7152 sisters 1957 

brother 8300 brothers 3509 

Table 55. BNC search for singular and plural forms. 

 

There seems to be a correlation between the irregular forms and their relative occurrences: 

child, person and woman are all somewhat irregular in marking plural. In fact, person versus 

people is the most irregular of them all and shows both semantic shift and the highest frequency 

in the plural. However, this generalization does not hold for man versus men. Do note however, 

that people is the collective form, rather than the plural, but is often used as such. Corbett et al. 

(2001) show that there is a strong correlation between irregularities and absolute frequency. We 

can see that the irregular forms are in fact highly frequent in their plural. Suppletion may then 

be regarded as extreme cases of irregularities, and motivated by economy rather than being 

viewed as a separate phenomenon. However, as has been noted, there may also be semantic 

motivations for suppletion. Some linguists, such as Greenberg (1966), Bybee (1985) Croft 

(1990) and Haspelmath (2008) consider morphosyntactic asymmetries to be motivated by 

economy. The present study does not give conclusive evidence for either of these motivations. 

Instead, there may be an interaction between economy and semantic shift that motivates 

suppletive forms.  

Bybee (1985: 93) predicted that nominal suppletion would involve the collective rather than 

plural, a prediction not proven by this study. The motivation for number suppletion given above 

has mainly been that plural is by definition more general than singular. This asymmetry may 

then cause syncretism and suppletion. It is thus perhaps not surprising that suppletion occurs in 

the plural, which goes against Bybee‟s prediction. Though her motivation for nominal 

suppletion in the collective does not hold, it seems to be valid for the plural instead. That is, 

certain plural forms, such as „children‟, may be conceptualized as inherently different from their 

singular counterparts. 

It is also interesting to note that number is a diverse grammatical category. Apart from 

singular and plural, the notion of the collective, mass nouns, plurale tantum, dual, trial are all 

relevant for the category. This diversity may perhaps also add to number being the most 

relevant grammatical category for nouns.  

To conclude one could perhaps say that frequency and human referents are requirements for 

suppletive nouns. However, the motivations for nominal suppletion may be an interaction of 

frequency/economy and semantic shift; frequent plurals may be prone to include more diverge 

members in their meanings, thus motivating different ways of encoding, e.g. suppletion. 

5.2.1 Nominal suppletion and kinship terms 

This study has shown that suppletion affects human referents, often including kinship terms. 
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Kinship terms tend to show suppletion for the most part in number or possession and less 

commonly in the vocative case. Earlier research on kinship terms has also focused on their 

occurrence, together with body parts, in inalienable possessive constructions (Dahl & 

Koptjevskaja-Tamm 2001: 201). The suppletive kinship terms thus show that suppletion may be 

used to express inalienability. In Maybrat, certain nouns have two forms, one unmarked and one 

inalienable, exemplified by „mother‟ and „father‟ in table 56. Unfortunately, language examples 

including all these forms are not presented in the grammar. Therefore, the evidence for 

suppletion in Maybrat is unfortunately thin. 

 

 UNMARKED INALIENABLE 

„father‟ pine -atia 

„mother‟ fene -me 

Table 56. Inalienable nouns in Maybrat (Dol, 1999: 363, 367). 

 

The interaction between suppletion and alienability, which has been exemplified by Ewondo, 

Zogocho Zapotec and Maybrat, is also noted by Haspelmath (2010). In fact, he provides a few 

examples where inalienable constructions involving „mother‟ show suppletion. In Ju|'hoan 

(Khoisan) alienable nouns are expressed with possessive pronouns. However, „mother‟ has an 

inalienable form and may not be expressed with a possessive pronoun. The non-possessed form 

taqè „mother‟ is then suppletive in relationship with the inalienable form áíá „my mother‟. 

  

(19) Ju|'hoan (Khoisan)  

a. taqè 

„mother‟ 

 

 

b. áíá 

„my mother‟ 

 

 

c. *mí taqè  

 

Cf. 

 

d. mí ùtó 

„my car‟(Dickens, 2005, adopted from Hapelmath 2010: 35) 

 

Similarly, Lakhota inalienable nouns show suppletion in the forms ina „my mother‟ versus ni-hų 

„your mother‟. These are to be compaired to the alienable constructions in examples 20 and 21.  

 

(20) Lakhota (Siouan)  

 t’ípi mi-t’áwa  

 house 1SG-POSS  

 „my house‟ (Buechel, 1939: 103, adopted from Martin Haspelmath p.c.) 
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(21) t’ípi ni-t’áwa  

 house 2SG-POSS  

 „your house‟ (Buechel, 1939: 103, adopted from Martin Haspelmath p.c.) 

 

It is unclear whether these inalienable constructions are due to person, i.e. if the alternation is in 

the paradigm of person, or due to possession. More information on these suppletives is 

unfortunately unavailable at the moment. They have however been included in the sample as 

possessive suppletion. Again the evidence for these suppletive nouns is thin. What one can 

conclude is that kinship suppletion seems to interact with alienability. Also, it seems unclear 

whether one should classify this ineraction between suppletion and alienability as suppletives 

regarding person or regarding possession.  

In table 38 above, Tariana vocative suppletives were presented. Dahl & Koptjevskaja-Tamm 

(2001: 216-217) presents a number of other languages also involving vocative suppletion 

regarding kinship terms, such as Slave (Athapaskan) where -ne refers to „mother‟ and ʔamá 

refers to „mother‟ in the vocative. Likewise, in Jawoñ (Australian), -ņakunñiraŋ?mi  is the form 

for referential „mother‟ while garaŋ refers to „mother‟ in the vocative. These languages are not 

included in the sample, but show that suppletion involving kinship terms and vocative case may 

be more common than meets the eye.  

It was also noted, that improper kinship terms are more often involved in number suppletion, 

whereas proper kinship terms are involved in possessive suppletion as well as number 

suppletion. Dahl & Koptjevskaja-Tamm (2001: 210) motivate the alienability distinctions to be 

due to a grammaticalization process in which newer possessive constructions are replacing  

older possessive constructions, leaving a few lexical items to be possessed with the older 

marker, or a process where phonetic reduction of the possessive pronoun may lead to inherent 

possession for certain lexemes, i.e. kinship terms.  

Haspelmath (2010) motivates alienability splits by economy: certain nouns (kinship 

terms/body parts) often occur in possessed constructions. The hearer may therefore predict that 

these nouns will occur as the possessums in possessive constructions. The overt marking thus 

becomes redundant. Following Zipf (1935) Haspelmath argues that frequency leads to 

predictability, which leads to less need for coding illustrated below. 

 

(22) frequency  predictability  less need for coding 

  

To conclude the discussion above, suppletion of kinship terms seem to follow general 

tendencies of interacting with alienability processes. Suppletion may then be argued to be 

shown in the categories most relevant for the semantic meaning of the noun involved. This 

means that possession is a highly relevant grammatical category for kinship terms. This may 

again be an argument for suppletion as a result of morphological processes in accordance with 

previous observations, rather than a random and unnatural historical artifact. 

5.2.4 Motivations for suppletion according to animacy 

The results show a clear correlation between animacy and suppletion: nouns with animate 

referents are more prone to show suppletion than nouns with inanimate referents. Dahl & 

Fraurud (1996: 18) motivates animacy hierarchies by the egocentric world-view of human 

beings and points out that the cognitive roots of animacy must be quite deep due to animacy 
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distinctions being pervasive cross-linguistically. However, Dahl (2008: 150) points out that the 

animate-inanimate division may be drawn at many different points in different languages and 

“leakage” seems to be one of the systematic phenomena in animacy hierarchies. He motivates 

animacy hierarchies by cognitive self-awareness where we go from being aware of ourselves as 

separate from the rest of the world, to being aware of others and finally seeing the self as an 

object of other individual‟s perceptions. He points out that research on cognition and 

psycholinguistics is needed in order to understand the role of animacy and egophoricity in 

human language.  

Though the languages of the sample all differ in the way they express animacy, or if they 

express animacy at all, the data still shows that suppletion follows the general animacy 

hierarchy in affecting human referents more often than inanimate referents. This again shows 

that suppletion is not to be regarded as a „random‟ or „unnatural‟ phenomenon.  

5.3 Discussion of adjectival suppletion 

The results have shown that adjectival suppletion is rare, though not as rare as perhaps expected. 

It is also spread out geographically and is affecting frequent adjectives with general meanings, 

as predicted by Fertig (1998: 1078).  

In his article Where have all the adjectives gone?, Dixon (1977: 63) states that if a language 

has a class of adjectives it will almost always contain words with the following meanings, with 

type groupings given in brackets: „black‟ „white‟ (type colour), „big‟, „little‟, „long/tall‟, „short‟ 

(type size), „new/young‟, „old‟ (type age) and „good‟, „bad‟ (type value). The results of the 

present thesis show that suppletive adjectives affect the types value, size but not age and colour. 

However, in Swedish (Germanic) we do have an example of adjectival suppletion of type age. 

The comparative of gammal „old‟ is äldre „older‟ rather than the expected form *gammlare. 

However, the suppletive äldre still takes the comparative marker -are. Further, in the main 

sample, the meaning of the suppletive adjectives roughly correspond to Dixon‟s given 

meanings. One reason why colour terms are not affected may be motivated by less frequent 

inflectional marking. It seems fair to conclude that suppletion affects the adjective types value 

and size; two of the most likely types to be the first ones to make part of a new part of speech. 

5.4 Discussion of the Semitic sample 

The results of the Semitic sample show that „woman‟ versus „women‟ is a stable suppletive 

form in the language family. We may then assume that the suppletive form is an old 

phenomenon in the language family. This has also been shown in previous research on verbal 

suppletion (Veselinova, 2006). It is thus difficult to claim that suppletion is a random 

phenomenon, as discussed previously in section 2.4.  

It was also shown that different stems are involved in the suppletive forms of „woman‟ versus 

„women‟ in the language family. The plural stem n-s-w also appeared as more stable than the 

singular stems. It would be interesting to know what historical processes have given rise to this 

pattern. Also, the synchronic paradigm in The Jewish Neo-Aramaic Dialect of Persia Azerbaijan 

regarding baxta „woman/wife‟ shown in table 52 is worth further investigation. Perhaps the 

semantic shift in the paradigm could suggest an explanation of the historical processes giving 

rise to the suppletive forms. A bigger Semitic sample, as well as historical investigations will 
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probably shed light on the upcoming as well as the areal distribution of the suppletive forms of 

„woman‟ in Semitic languages. It could also confirm the assumption that the suppletive forms 

are old forms in the language family. 

5.5 Corbett’s criteria of canonical suppletion 

Throughout this paper, the different criteria presented in section 2.1.3 have been commented on. 

Criterion 1 (fused exponence > stem), 2 (full > partial), 9 (more features > less features) and 12 

(unique > non-unique) have been noted to define more or less canonical examples of suppletion. 

The criteria 2 and 12, regarding uniqueness and phonological distance, have been of special 

interest throughout the discussion on defining suppletive forms. Criterion 9, only affected the 

grammatical categories possession and person due to inalienable constructions exemplified by 

Kashaya.  

Criterion 10 (non-overlapping > non-directional overlapping > directional overlapping) and 

11(no remainders > remainders) has not been noted, except for in the example of Russian 

rebenok „child‟ given by Corbett himself. However, the most important phenomenon in this 

study has been the interaction of suppletion and syncretism, as discussed above. This relation 

shows that suppletion is not only unique regarding the stem, but also in the way the paradigm is 

broken. That is, the pattern of the new paradigm is unique in itself.  

Also suppletion involving periphrastic forms has been noted in Maltese where the singular 

bint „daughter of‟ may be expressed in the plural as either wlied ‘sons and daughters‟ or wlied 

bniet „daughters‟ and bin „son of‟  as either wlied „sons and daughters‟ or wlied subien „sons‟. In 

addition, overdifferentiating of a second plural form of „child‟ in Halkomelem has been noted. 

Criterion 7 is discussed in the next section.  

5.6 Suggestion of relevance hierarchy 

In Bybee‟s (1985) study on morphology, a relevance hierarchy for verbs is suggested. In her 

investigation, the morphemes closest to the stem are considered more relevant to the meaning of 

the verb than morphemes farther from the stem. Suppletive forms are considered as closer to the 

stem than affixes. This notion of relevance may be adopted and applied to nouns as well. If so, 

suppletive forms may involve features that are most relevant to the meaning of a noun. One 

could argue that you do not get closer to the stem than suppleting it. The present study then 

shows that the relevance hierarchy for nouns is NUMBER, POSSESSION and VOCATIVE CASE, in 

that order, exemplified in 23. 

 

(23) NUMBER 

POSSESSION 

VOCATIVE CASE (only kinship terms) 

 

The hierarchy is in line with Bybee‟s prediction who comments that:   

 

Number has a direct effect on the entity or entities referred to by the noun. Case on the other 

hand, has no effect on what entity is being referred to, but rather only changes the relation of 
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that same entity to the other elements in the clause (Bybee, 1985: 34). 

 

It should however be noted that these categories are just tendencies or suggestions. Though 

suppletion may show which features are relevant to the stem, it is also affecting specific groups 

of nouns, such as kinship terms or lexemes referring humans, more than others. These semantic 

groups may have certain features that are more relevant to them than other nouns. The vocative 

case suppletion is one example of a feature involving only a small group of nouns. In order to 

draw the same conclusions as Bybee, a study of morphological markings and their closeness to 

the stem for all types of nouns is needed. In fact, a class project on nominal relevance hierarchy 

performed by morphology students and supervised by Veselinova in 2002 at Stockholm 

University showed that NUMBER is by far the grammatical marker closest to the stem, followed 

by CASE/POSSESSION, CLASS/GENITIVE, in that order. Interestingly, though suppletion does 

follow this hierarchy in that possession is preceded by number, it does not seem to affect CASE 

to a great extent. This is inline with what Bybee suggests. Another interesting thing to note is 

that derivational morphology does not seem as effected by suppletion as expected. Further 

research on this subject would be very interesting.   

Another problem of considering the features involved in suppletion as close to the stem, is the 

case of fused exponence being more canonically suppletive than full, discussed as Corbett‟s 

Criterion 1. Here, the inflectional marking is actually still regular, while the stem is suppleted; 

we do not have a merging of the stem with the inflectional marker. It may then be more correct 

to conclude that this study shows that suppletion on nouns may indicate how this hierarchy will 

fall out, rather than actually stating such a hierarchy.  

Stump (1998: 27-28) lists nominal inflection categories to be number, gender, definiteness, 

case, possession and possibly diminutive in certain languages. This study has shown that all 

categories above, apart from definiteness, may be involved in suppletion, though there is strong 

favoring of certain features.  

Following the suggested relevance hierarchy of nouns, the corresponding relevance hierarchy 

for adjectives may then be suggested to be COMPARATIVE and NUMBER as shown below. 

 

(24) COMPARATIVE 

NUMBER 

 

Again, caution should be exercised as adjectival suppletion was not a common type of 

suppletion in the sample.  

Do note that Corbett‟s criterion 7 (less relevant features > more relevant features) indicates, 

that for example nominal suppletion involving possession is more canonical than number 

suppletion, as number should be semantically more relevant to the stem than possession. This is 

due to the fact that a suppletive form must be maximally regular regarding its lexical meaning. 

Thus, possession is more canonically suppletive than number, and vocative is more canonically 

suppletive than possession. Likewise, it should follow for adjectives, that number is more 

canonically suppletive than comparative. Recall, that canonical does not indicate frequent.  

Criteria 7 actually pin points the problem of defining suppletion not including semantic shift, 

which has been discussed as problematic throughout the thesis. If one excludes semantic shift 

from the definition of suppletion or assumes it to be less prototypical one comes to the highly 
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unintuitive conclusion that number suppletion is less canonical than say absolutive/ergative 

suppletion. The most canonical type of suppletion is then a type of suppletion that involves a 

grammatical category not yet attested in human language. Corbett (2007) also points out, that 

canonical indicates taking definitions to their logical endpoints. How the problem of semantic 

shift in the definition of suppletion is to be solved is still unclear, it is at the end a question of 

where one should draw the line between suppletion and word-formation or lexical items 

belonging to different paradigms. No doubt, there are problematic cases and line-drawing issues 

to be dealt with, given this definition. 

6. Conclusion 

One of the main goals of this study has been to discuss and define the notion of suppletion 

relevant for nouns and adjectives. Suppletion has been defined as changes in the stem that are 

phonologically distant from the regular way and unique in their irregularity. The definition of 

suppletion provided by Mel‟čuk has been taken as a starting point though it has been shown to 

be problematic if one accepts semantic change as a motivation for suppletion.  

Both inflectional and derivational suppletion have been considered in this study, though 

derivational suppletion has been noted as non-prototypical suppletion due to category. 

Derivational suppletion is also rare and most instances of nominal suppletion affects inflectional 

categories. 

Suppletive forms may be new lexical items as in Maltese, or motivated by new grammatical 

functions such as inalienable constructions as in Ewondo or Zoogocho Zapotec. In Northern 

Embera and Halkomelem, grammatical functions not existing in the language were expressed 

through new lexical items. In Halkomelem, due to the existing paradigm, the new items were 

regarded as suppletive forms and an example of overdifferentiation defined by Corbett (2007).  

Number suppletion has been shown to be the most common grammatical category involved in 

nominal suppletion. This has been motivated by plural by definition being more general than 

singular, thus allowing for syncretism and suppletion. If a word has two slightly different 

functions, one in the singular and one in the plural, it is perhaps motivated to have two forms. 

However, one requirement is frequency of the suppletive token. 

Two main motivations for suppletion has been presented, one being economy and the other 

being semantic change. It is, however, possible that there is no contradiction between the two 

motivations.  Frequent words are perhaps often more general in meaning. We have seen that 

„children‟ potentially has more diverse members than „child‟ which has only one member. 

Likewise, the suppletive adjectives are general in meaning. The more frequent a form is, the 

more general will its meaning be. Thus, the ways of encoding may be different. Similarly, 

frequent words are more predictable, which makes the grammatical marking less needed. In 

addition, a frequent form is motivated to be encoded in a unique way, similar to a new lexical 

item, for economic reasons. The different suggested motivations may then be forces in complex 

interplay giving rise to suppletive forms.  

The present study has shown that nominal suppletion is common in the world‟s languages, 

though verbal suppletion is still slightly more common. Nominal suppletion also affects a well 
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delimited lexical class as human referents and kinship terms are most prone to show suppletion. 

Also, improper kinship terms such as „child‟, „man‟ and „woman‟ are more often suppletive 

than proper kinship terms such as „father‟ and „mother‟.   

Adjectival suppletion has been shown to have low cross-linguistic frequency but is not 

completely uncommon. This may be due to the fact that the category in not cross-linguistically 

attested. The suppletive adjectives have been attested in the American continents and in Europe. 

Adjectival suppletion affects the types value and size, and is shown on some of the first 

adjectives to cross-linguistically make part of the syntactic group „adjectives‟. The two features 

involved in adjectival suppletion were comparative and number, in that order.  

The short study on the Semitic language family showed that suppletive forms may be stable 

and resistant to change. This provides us with further evidence for suppletion being a well 

motivated phenomenon, rather than a random historical artifact. This is a conclusion in line with 

previous studies on verbal suppletion (Veselinova 2006). Also, it was noted that „woman‟ 

versus „women‟ is suppletive in almost Semitic all languages investigated, though different 

suppletive stems are used for these forms. Diachronic investigations will provide us with 

motivations for the suppletive forms in the Semitic language family.  

Further research on nominal and adjectival suppletion with a larger sample could give us more 

information on the accuracy of relevance hierarchies for nouns and adjectives. Historical 

investigation could give us better understanding of the evolution of suppletion. Also, it would 

be interesting to check for correlations between the grammatical categories present in a 

language and the grammatical categories that show suppletion. Research on issues such as 

processing and acquisition of suppletive forms within the psycholinguistic field is still in 

demand.  
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Appendix 1 

Language data from the main sample: nominal suppletion. The given meanings refer to the 

first suppletive form. 

 

LanguageName Code Forms GramCat Meaning 

!Xóõ  NMN !ōo  SG 

knife !Xóõ  NMN ╪nûn  PL 

!Xóõ  NMN tâa àa  SG 

man !Xóõ  NMN ||xàã  PL 

!Xóõ  NMN tâa qáe  SG 

woman !Xóõ  NMN  a     PL 

Apurinã APU N/A N/A 

 Arabana-Wangkangurru ARD N/A N/A 

 Arapesh  AON irohokwi-kụ  SG 

wife Arapesh  AON ireuri-heu PL 

Arapesh  AON awamin SG 

younger brother to a man Arapesh  AON arahim PL 

Arapesh  AON aloḥ SG 

bread fruit tree Arapesh  AON eheliḥ PL 

Archi ARC abttu ABS.SG 

father Archi ARC ummu ERG.SG(OBL) 

Archi ARC lo ABS.SG 

child Archi ARC laha ERG.SG(OBL) 

Archi ARC bošor SG 

man Archi ARC Lele PL 

Archi ARC ɫˉonnol SG 

woman Archi ARC xom PL 

Archi ARC ułdu SG 

sheperd Archi ARC ɫˉwat PL 

Archi ARC x|on SG 

cow Archi ARC bucˉ‟i PL 

Archi ARC bič‟ni SG 

corner of a sack Archi ARC boždo PL 

Archi ARC biq ‟ni SG 

pier of a bridge Archi ARC boR|do PL 

Azari AZB n/a N/A 

 Bafut BFD m-u SG 

child Bafut BFD b-oo PL 

Bafut BFD n-u SG 

person Bafut BFD b-e PL 

Barasano BSN N/A N/A 
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LanguageName Code Forms GramCat Meaning 

Basque EUS N/A N/A 

 Berbice Dutch Creole  BRC N/A N/A 

 Chicheva NYA N/A N/A 

 Ewondo EWO ísiá UNPOSS 

father 

Ewondo EWO isoá POSS (2) 

Ewondo EWO tadá POSS (1) 

Ewondo EWO `ɲɲiá  UNPOSS 

mother 

Ewondo EWO noá POSS (2) 

Ewondo EWO naná, nna POSS (1) 

Georgian KAT N/A N/A 

 Guarani GEO N/A N/A 

 Halkomelem HUR sƛ‟qƛł  SG 

child 

Halkomelem HUR stéɁexwǝł PL 

Halkomelem HUR stǝwíxwǝł  PL 

Hdi XED màràkw SG 

woman Hdi XED mìá-xà PL 

Hebrew HBR oto SG 

car Hebrew HBR mexoniyot PL 

Hebrew HBR tayer SG 

tyre Hebrew HBR tsmigim PL 

Hebrew HBR pančer SG 

puncture Hebrew HBR tkarim PL 

Hua YGR gnu/frosa SG 

person Hua YGR maga‟ PL 

Hua YGR a‟/ba‟ SG 

woman Hua YGR a‟de PL 

Hungarian HUN N/A N/A 

 Indonesian IND N/A N/A 

 Itelmen ITL N/A N/A 

 Jacaltec  JAI ŋah UNPOSS 

house Jacaltec  JAI w-atut POSS(1SG) 

Jacaltec  JAI wah UNPOSS 

tortilla Jacaltec  JAI w-oč POSS(1SG) 

Japanese JPN N/A N/A 

 Kannada KAN N/A N/A 

 Kashaya KJU ṭhaɁkín‟ 1SG.POSS 

husband Kashaya KJU Ɂdaqhan‟ 2-3SG.POSS 

Kashaya KJU ṭhaɁmén‟ 1SG.POSS 

wife Kashaya KJU Ɂdaqhan‟ 2-3SG.POSS 

Kashaya KJU k‟ún‟ 1SG.POSS 

younger brother Kashaya KJU ťiki 2-3 SG.POSS 

Kashaya KJU šomén‟ 1SG.POSS younger sister 
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LanguageName Code Forms GramCat Meaning 

Kashaya KJU ťiki 2-3 SG.POSS 

Kashaya KJU hiɁbayá-yaɁ 1SG.POSS 

son in law Kashaya KJU hceye 2-3 SG.POSS 

Kashaya KJU ťile-yáɁ 1SG.POSS 

mother in law Kashaya KJU ša´ 2-3 SG.POSS 

Kashaya KJU ťile-yáɁ 1SG.POSS 

father in law Kashaya KJU ba´ 2-3 SG.POSS 

Kashaya KJU k‟athín‟ 1SG.POSS 

friend Kashaya KJU k‟an‟ 2-3 SG.POSS 

Kayardild GYD N/A N/A 

 Ket KET kε ʔt SG 

man Ket KET d ε ʔ-ŋ PL 

Ket KET :oks‟ SG 

tree Ket KET a ʔq PL 

Ket KET dyl‟ SG 

child Ket KET kat PL 

Khanty KCA ханнэхе SG 

person Khanty KCA ёх PL 

Koasati CKU N/A N/A 

 Kolyma Yukaghir YUX N/A N/A 

 Komi  KPV mort SG 

person Komi  KPV mort-jas / jöz PL 

Komi  KPV detinka SG 

child Komi  KPV detinka-jas/čel‟ad‟ PL 

Lakhota LKT ina 1SG.POSS 

mother Lakhota LKT ni-hų 2SG.POSS 

Limbu LIF N/A N/A 

 Makah MYH qułu′  SG 

slave Makah MYH qaqu′ł  PL 

Makah MYH Ɂabe′Ɂiqsu  SG 

mother Makah MYH Ɂa′Ɂabi′qsu  PL 

Makah MYH qała′tq  SG 

younger brother Makah MYH qa′qła′tq  PL 

Makah MYH q‟idi′ƛ  SG 

dog Makah MYH q‟i′ƛi′„qi′ƛ  PL 

Makah MYH weɁič SG 

sleeping Makah MYH hu′Ɂič  PL 

Mandarine Chinese CMN N/A N/A 

 Mapuche ARN N/A N/A 

 Maricopa MRC N/A N/A 

 Martuthunira UMA kupuyu SG 

little Martuthunira UMA kupiyaji PL 

Mayali GUP N/A N/A 
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LanguageName Code Forms GramCat Meaning 

Maybrat AYZ pine UNPOSS 

father Maybrat AYZ -atia  POSS 

Maybrat AYZ fene UNPOSS 

mother Maybrat AYZ -me  POSS 

Maybrat AYZ kre UNPOSS 

nest Maybrat AYZ -sif  POSS 

Maybrat AYZ soka UNPOSS 

mouth, front Maybrat AYZ -asoh  POSS 

Mundari UNR N/A N/A 

 Navajo NAV N/A N/A 

 Ndyuka DJK N/A N/A 

 Nez Perce NEZ N/A N/A 

 

Nishnaabemwin  

OTW + 

OJG bnoojiinh UNPOSS 

child Nishnaabemwin  

OTW + 

OJG niijaanis POSS 

Nishnaabemwin  

OTW + 

OJG nimoš UNPOSS 

dog Nishnaabemwin  

OTW + 

OJG nday POSS 

Nishnaabemwin  

OTW + 

OJG nini UNPOSS 

husband Nishnaabemwin  

OTW + 

OJG nnaabem POSS 

Nishnaabemwin  

OTW + 

OJG 

wesiinh 

(wild)/ookaan (farm) UNPOSS 

animal (wild/farm) Nishnaabemwin  

OTW + 

OJG ndayhaam POSS 

Northern Embera EMP N/A N/A 

 Palauan PAO N/A N/A 

 Paumarí PAD N/A N/A 

 Qafar AFR N/A N/A 

 Russian RUS čelovek SG (NOM) 

person Russian RUS det´-i PL(NOM) 

Russian RUS god-a SG(GEN) 

year Russian RUS god-ov/let SG(GEN) 

Russian RUS rebenok SG(NOM) 

child Russian RUS det´-i PL(NOM) 

Samoan SMO N/A N/A 

 Tamazight TMZ ṯ-arwa  SG 

canal Tamazight TMZ ṯi-rəggw-in PL 

Tamazight TMZ ulṯ-ma  SG 

sister Tamazight TMZ ist-ma PL 
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LanguageName Code Forms GramCat Meaning 

Tamazight TMZ əḡ-ma  SG 

brother Tamazight TMZ ayt-ma PL 

Tamazight TMZ illi SG 

daughter Tamazight TMZ issi PL 

Tariana TAE nu-ñhawhe-ri NON-VOC wife‟s father; husband‟s 

father Tariana TAE nukhi VOC 

Tariana TAE nu-ñhawhe-ru NON-VOC 

wife‟s mother Tariana TAE nukui VOC 

Tariana TAE nu-phe-ri-sa-do NON-VOC 

elder brother‟s wife Tariana TAE nu-phe-rinu VOC 

Tariana TAE nurinu NON-VOC 

son‟s wife Tariana TAE tethu VOC 

Tariana TAE nu-sima-ri NON-VOC 

daughter‟s husband Tariana TAE tesi VOC 

Tariana 

TAE nu-tedua-ri (son)/nu-

tedua-ru (daughter) NON-VOC 

marriageable relative Tariana TAE nai VOC 

Tariana TAE nu-wasado NON-VOC daughter of male ego‟s 

sister; daughter of one‟s 

wife‟s sister/brother Tariana 

TAE 

tethu VOC 

Tariana TAE nu-wasado NON-VOC son of male ego‟s sister; 

son‟s wife‟s brother Tariana TAE tesi VOC 

Tariana TAE nu-wheri NON-VOC 

grandfather Tariana TAE duwhue VOC 

Tariana TAE nuri SG 

my son Tariana TAE nu-ie-nipe PL 

Tarma Quechua QJU N/A N/A 

 Tetelsingo Nahuatl NHG pιl-cin-tlι UNPOSS 

child Tetelsingo Nahuatl NHG no-konie POSS 

Thai THA N/A N/A 

 Tlingit AYP káa SG 

man Tlingit AYP káax'w PL 

Tlingit AYP shaawát SG 

woman Tlingit AYP sháa PL 

Tlingit AYP yadak'watsk'u  SG 

boy Tlingit AYP k'isáani PL 

Tlingit AYP yadák'w  SG 

young man Tlingit AYP k'isáani  PL 

Tlingit AYP shaatk'átsk'u SG 

girl Tlingit AYP sháax' sáani  PL 

Tlingit AYP at k'átsk'u  SG 

child Tlingit AYP at yátx'i PL 

Tlingit AYP at k'átsk'u  UNPOSS child 
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LanguageName Code Forms GramCat Meaning 

Tlingit AYP du yádi  POSS 

Tlingit AYP yadak'watsk'u UNMARKED 

boy Tlingit AYP Atk!A‟tsk!o  DIM 

Totonac TOP N/A N/A 

 Turcana TUV i-koku SG( N) 

child Turcana TUV ŋi-de PL(N) 

Turcana TUV a-ιtε SG(F) 

cow Turcana TUV ŋa-atuk PL(F) 

Wirangu WIW gidya SG 

child Wirangu WIW gidayara PL 

Wirangu WIW yugara  SG 

young woman Wirangu WIW yugarilya  PL 

Xakass KJH pale SG 

child Xakass KJH olFannar PL 

Yimas YEE nar-maŋ SG 

woman Yimas YEE ŋayk-um PL 

Yimas YEE panmal SG 

man 

Yimas YEE panmalŋc-rm DU 

Yimas YEE pay-um PL 

Yimas YEE kalakn SG 

child 

Yimas YEE kaymampan DU 

Yimas YEE kump-wi PL 

Yimas YEE tnum SG 

sago palm 

Yimas YEE tp-wi PL 

Yimas YEE tp-wi PL 

Yupik ESU N/A N/A 

 Zoogocho Zapotec ZPG yet UNPOSS 

tortilla Zoogocho Zapotec ZPG chizxa‟ POSS 

Zoogocho Zapotec ZPG be‟ko‟  UNPOSS 

dog Zoogocho Zapotec ZPG zxwikw   POSS 

Zoogocho Zapotec ZPG yoo  UNPOSS 

house Zoogocho Zapotec ZPG lizh  POSS 
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Appendix 2 

Language data from the main sample: adjectival suppletion. The given meanings refer to the 

first suppletive form. 

 

LanguageName Code Forms GramCat Meaning 

!Xóõ  NMN N/A N/A 

 Apurinã APU N/A N/A 

 Arabana-Wangkangurru ARD N/A N/A 

 Arapesh  AON N/A N/A 

 Archi ARC N/A N/A 

 Azari AZB N/A N/A 

 Bafut BFD N/A N/A 

 Barasano BSN N/A N/A 

 Basque EUS on POS 

good Basque EUS hobe COMPR 

Berbice Dutch Creole  BRC N/A N/A 

 Chicheva NYA N/A N/A 

 Ewondo EWO N/A N/A 

 Georgian KAT bevr-i POS 

many Georgian KAT met‟-i COMPR 

Georgian KAT cot‟a POS 

few Georgian KAT nak‟l-eb-i COMPR 

Georgian KAT cud-i POS 

bad Georgian KAT u-ar-es-i COMPR 

Georgian KAT k‟arg-i POS 

good Georgian 

KAT u-k‟et-es-i/u-mǰob-

es-i COMPR 

Guarani GEO N/A N/A 

 Halkomelem NUR mím‟ǝn‟  SG 

little Halkomelem NUR Ɂǝmǝ´mǝń PL 

Hdi XED N/A N/A 

 Hebrew HBR N/A N/A 

 Hua YGR N/A N/A 

 Hungarian HUN sok POS 

many, a lot Hungarian HUN tö-bb COMPR 

Indonesian IND N/A N/A 

 Itelmen ITL N/A N/A 

 Jacaltec  JAI N/A N/A 

 Japanese JPN N/A N/A 

 Kannada KAN N/A N/A 

 Kashaya KJU bahṭhe SG big 
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LanguageName Code Forms GramCat Meaning 

Kashaya KJU Ɂahṭhiy PL 

Kayardild GYD N/A N/A 

 Ket  KET N/A N/A 

 Khanty KCA N/A N/A 

 Koasati CKU N/A N/A 

 Kolyma Yukaghir YUX N/A N/A 

 Komi  KPV N/A N/A 

 Lakhota LKT N/A N/A 

 Limbu LIF N/A N/A 

 Makah MYH N/A N/A 

 Mandarine chinese CMN N/A N/A 

 Mapuche ARN N/A N/A 

 Maricopa MRC N/A N/A 

 Martuthunira UMA N/A N/A 

 Mayali GUP N/A N/A 

 Maybrat AYZ N/A N/A 

 Mundari UNR N/A N/A 

 Navajo NAV N/A N/A 

 Nduyka DJK N/A N/A 

 Nez Perce NEZ N/A N/A 

 Nishnaabemwin  OTW + OJG N/A N/A 

 Northern Embera EMP N/A N/A 

 Palauan PAO N/A N/A 

 Paumarí PAD N/A N/A 

 Qafar AFR N/A N/A 

 Russian RUS xorošij POS 

good Russian RUS lučše COMPR 

Russian RUS ploxoj POS 

bad Russian RUS xuže COMPR 

Russian RUS bol´šoj   LONG 

big Russian RUS velik SHORT 

Samoan SMO N/A N/A 

 Tamazight TMZ N/A N/A 

 Tariana TAE hanu SG 

big, wide, long Tariana TAE male PL 

Tarma Quechua QJU N/A N/A 

 Tetelsingo Nahuatl NHG N/A N/A 

 Thai THA N/A N/A 

 Tlingit TLI N/A N/A 

 Totonac TOP N/A N/A 

 Turcana TUV N/A N/A 

 Wirangu WIW N/A N/A 

 Xakass KJH N/A N/A 
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LanguageName Code Forms GramCat Meaning 

Yimas YEE N/A N/A 

 Yupik ESU N/A N/A 

 Zoogocho Zapotec ZPG N/A N/A 

 

Appendix 3 

Language data from the Semitic sample. If the meaning of two cells are joint, the given 

meaning refers to the first suppletive form. 

 

LanguageName Code Forms GramCat Meaning 

Ge'ez GEZ be'sii  SG 

a man Ge'ez GEZ Ɂedaw PL 

Ge'ez GEZ be'siit SG 

a woman Ge'ez GEZ anest, anesteyaa PL 

Hebrew HBR oto SG 

car Hebrew HBR mexoniyot PL 

Hebrew HBR tayer SG 

tyre Hebrew HBR tsmigim PL 

Hebrew HBR pančer SG 

puncture Hebrew HBR tkarim PL 

Iraqi Arabic ACM čibiir  POS 

big Iraqi Arabic ACM Ɂakbar COMPR 

Iraqi Arabic ACM zeen POS 

good Iraqi Arabic ACM Ɂaħsan  COMPR 

Iraqi Arabic ACM šii  SG 

thing Iraqi Arabic ACM ɁašyaaɁ PL 

Maltese MLT mara SG 

woman Maltese MLT nisa PL 

Maltese MLT tifla SG 

girl Maltese MLT bniet PL 

Maltese MLT tifel SG 

boy Maltese MLT subien PL 

Maltese MLT tajjeb POS 

good 

Maltese MLT aqwa COMPR 

Maltese MLT aħjar COMPR 

Maltese MLT raġel M man 

Maltese MLT mara F woman 

Maltese MLT missier M father 

Maltese MLT omm F mother 

Maltese MLT żiemel  M stallion 
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LanguageName Code Forms GramCat Meaning 

Maltese MLT debba F mare 

Maltese MLT bodbod M goat.M 

Maltese MLT mogħża F goat.F 

Maltese MLT muntun M ram 

Maltese MLT nagħġa F sheep 

Maltese MLT ġuvni  M young man 

Maltese MLT tfajla F young woman 

Maltese MLT ġuvni M unmarried man 

Maltese MLT xebba F unmarried woman 

Maltese MLT ħu-  M brother of 

Maltese MLT oħt-  F sister of 

Maltese MLT ħi- 1SG. POSS 

brother of Maltese MLT ħu- POSS 

Modern Standard Arabic ARB imraͻa SG 

woman Modern Standard Arabic 

ARB nisaaͻ ~ niswa ~ 

niswaan PL 

Modern Standard Arabic ARB maaͻ SG 

water Modern Standard Arabic ARB miyaah PL 

Modern Standard Arabic ARB fam SG 

mouth Modern Standard Arabic ARB ͻafwaah PL 

Moroccan Arabic ARY mṛa SG 

woman Moroccan Arabic ARY εyalat  PL 

The Arabic Dialect of 

Tillo 

AYP 

mara SG 

woman 

The Arabic Dialect of 

Tillo 

AYP 

nǝswēn PL 

The Arabic Dialect of 

Tillo 

AYP 

ǝbǝn SG 

son 

The Arabic Dialect of 

Tillo 

AYP 

awlād/ǝwlād  PL 

The Jewish Neo-

Aramaic Dialect of 

Persia Azerbaijan 

TRG 

baxta SG wife, woman 

The Jewish Neo-

Aramaic Dialect of 

Persia Azerbaijan 

TRG 

nišawe  PL wifes 

The Jewish Neo-

Aramaic Dialect of 

Persia Azerbaijan 

TRG 

niše PL women 

The Jewish Neo-

Aramaic Dialect of 

Persia Azerbaijan 

TRG 

bela SG house 
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LanguageName Code Forms GramCat Meaning 

The Jewish Neo-

Aramaic Dialect of 

Persia Azerbaijan 

TRG 

bate PL 

The Jewish Neo-

Aramaic Dialect of 

Persia Azerbaijan 

TRG 

brata  SG 

daughter, girl 

The Jewish Neo-

Aramaic Dialect of 

Persia Azerbaijan 

TRG 

blane PL 

The Jewish Neo-

Aramaic Dialect of 

Persia Azerbaijan 

TRG 

šata SG 

year 

The Jewish Neo-

Aramaic Dialect of 

Persia Azerbaijan 

TRG 

šinne PL 
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Appendix 4 

Map 1 
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Map 2 
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Map 3 
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